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Utah State University, Logan Utah 
Big Blue pumps 11p the crowd at the Utah State 
Univer~ity/Brigham Young University gymnastics 
meet Friday night in the Spectrum. The Aggies defeat-
ed No. 14 BYU by one-tenth of a point. See the related 
story on Page 7. 
Monday.Feb. 14. 2000 
Graduation in four 
years not the norm 
LAURA BELLAMY 
Senior News Writer 
Students who worry they 
may not graduate in four 
years may not need to worry. 
Recent studies show many 
students are taking more than 
four years to complete their 
degree. 
·well, the studies aren't 
actually that recent." said Vice 
President of Student Services 
Pat Terrell. "Those studies go 
back four or five years." 
The studies show that not 
only are students taking 
longer to graduate, but they 
are also graduating with more 
credits than necessary. 
The average program 
requires 120 credits for stu-
dents to graduate. According 
to the Deseret News, Utah 
State University has the best 
"efficiency rating" in the state 
with students taking about 
138 credits before graduating. 
Terrell said there are sever-
al reasons for this. but in gen-
eral. the four-year model may 
be the problem, not the 
amount of courses required. 
·1 don't necessarily think 
it's the curriculum that is 
unrealistic." Terrell said. ·1 
think the four-year model is 
unrealistic. Some universities 
have even gone as far to guar-
antee graduation in four 
years." 
USU is not alone in seeing 
a trend for students taking 
longer to graduate. 
"The four-year model is 
one that you hear a lot about, 
but nationally. I think it is 
noted as unusual rather than 
the usual," said Director of 
Academic Support Services 
LaVell Saunders. 
According to Saunders, the 
university does make every 
effort to help students gradu-
ate as quickly as possible, 
whether that is two years or 
six years. 
·we want to facilitate a 
student's progress toward 
their degree in as expeditious 
way as we can," Saunders said. 
·we have no interest in keep-
ing students here year after 
year." 
Saunders said there are 
several different p;ograms at 
USU dedicated to helping stu-
dents graduate quickly by 
helping them succeed during 
their time on campus. Some 
examples are student orienta-
tion, survival week, easily 
available major requirement 
sheets, student advising, 
tutoring, supplemental 
instruction, the career ser-
vices office and articulation 
agreements. There are still 
many factors that slow stu-
dents down. 
According to Saunders, 
approximately 70 percent of 
students change their major 
during the course of their 
education. which also adds 
Jump to GRAIX.l4.TI. Page 3 
USU sees increase in 
articulation agreements 
LAURA BELLAMY 
Senior News Writer 
For the more than 1.CXXJ 
transfer students at Utah State 
University, understanding the 
way transfer credits work just 
became a lot easier as USU 
increased it's articulation 
agreements from 12 to 176 
schools. , 
Last week, the Education 
Policies Committee passed a 
measure to create more articu-
lation agreements with schools 
from all over the country. said 
Director of Advising & 
Transition Services John 
Mortensen 
According to Mortensen, 
articulation agreements help 
universities match-up eqmva-
lent courses. 
"It tells us that this clas$ at 
their school is the equivalent 
of this dass at our school.~ 
• Mortensen said. "It's going to 
be tremendous as far as advis-
ing; . · 
In the past USU has only 
had articulation agreements 
with 12 other schools; eight in 
the state and four out of state. 
Mortensen said. 
"With these agreements, we 
are hopefully making USU 
more appealing to other 
schools." Mortensen said 
USU currently only has 
articulation agreements with 
two-year schools, Mortensen 
said, It will now create agree-
ments with other four-year 
institutions. 
According to Mortensen, 
947 transfer students from 
.Ricks are currently enrolled at 
USU. He said he hopes this 
will help ease the transition 
Jump to ARnc:uLATION, Page3 
Healthy Relationship Week aims to increase Utah State 
University student awareness about relationships, sex 
AMY LEWIS 
Staff Writer 
The goal of National 
Healthy Relationship and 
Sexual Responsibility week, 
which starts today. is to help 
people recognize there is such 
a thing as a healthy relation-
ship. 
Wellness Center, said the week 
helps to increase student 
awareness about relationships. 
Carling said the center will 
be working throughout the 
week to make students more 
aware of the qualities of a 
healthy relationship. 
"applicable to everyone 
because even if you"re not sex-
ually active, everyone has rela-
tionships." 
There will also be a "He 
Said, She Said" panel 
Wednesday night at 7 p.m. in 
the Lundstrom Hall 
Conference Room. Carling 
said the activity will try to 
explain what a woman or a 
man really means when he or 
she says things. 
about women." Carling said. 
Carling said a proactive 
stance is encouraged by the 
Wellness Center when dealing 
with relationships and the 
focus is on positive improve-
ment of current relationships. 
and communication. These 
areas can be improved in a 
number of different ways from 
showing more affection and 
acknowledging your mistakes 
to developing and using a 
senses of humor. Pamphlets 
telling how to know if an indi-
vidual is in a healthy relation-
ship and how to improve the 
relationship will be available, Jana Carling, a prevention 
specialist for the Student 
Another goal of the week is 
to educate students of the 
necessity of behaving in a sex-
ually responsible manner. She 
said the week"s goals are 
The Wellness Center will 
have a table set up on the bot-
tom floor of the Taggart 
Student Center today. 
Thursday and Friday where 
they will distribute condoms 
and pamphlets on healthy 
relationships. fun dating ideas 
and proper condom use. 
"It's kind of like a dating 
panel that is trying to clarify 
myths that women have about 
men and myths that men have 
According to material dis-
tributed by the BACCHUS & 
GAMMA Peer Education 
Network, there are four main 
ingredients in a healthy rela-
tionship: respect, honesty, trust Jump to RllAnoNSHIPS. Page 3 
Utah State University teachers of lowest paid in state 
LARA GAL£ 
Sraff Writer 
Editor's note: This article is one 
of a 3-part series concerning the 
current discussion of faculty equity 
at USU Read the next two articles 
in the Wednesday and Friday 
issues ofThe Utah Statesman. 
With an average of nearly 21 
students per faculty member, USU 
has the highest student -to-faculty 
ratio in the state. according to a 
Board of Regent"s report issued in 
1999. 
Between 1990 and 1999, the stu-
dent population at USU grew about 
40 percent, said USU Provost Jay 
Gogue. During that period, college 
attendance surged all over Utah. 
but the state couldn't provide extra 
funding to match enrollment 
growth, Gogue said 
Some colleges in the state 
capped their growth and had to 
turn students away; USU didn"t, he 
said. 
·we accepted students with the 
hope that eventually the funding 
would come," Gogue said. 
The Utah Legislature has a histo-
ry of only providing funding based 
on student growth, whi.ch means 
money doesn't come to the school 
until a year after growth occurs, 
Gogue said. 
Since the huge growth in the 
1990s, the state has not been able 
to catch up, causing a legacy of 
under-funding, he said. 
Funding is especially important 
at USU because of its status as a 
research university, said Gogue . 
To attract new faculty and retain 
current faculty, USU competes with 
not only other universities. but also 
with jobs in various industries. 
Many faculty members could 
receive higher salaries working in 
their field than they do teaching, 
Gogue said. 
USU professors must divide their 
time between teaching. research 
and community service, Gogue 
said. 
The ideal formula for their time 
is to spend 40 percent teaching. 40 
percent on research and 20 percent 
in service. USU professors often 
teach three or more credit hours 
more than professors at peer insti-
tutions, which. counting time spent 
planning and grading, can translate 
to around 56 hours a week spent 
on teaching alone. 
This is not enough to make 
undergraduate classes smaller. Four 
percent of USU classes have more 
than 100 students in them, accord-
ing to the USU homepage. 
This doesn't necessarily have a 
detrimental effect on education, 
Gogue said. 
Tutors are available for most 
classes. Gogue said. Also, all profes-
sors are required to hold office 
hours when students can come to 
them for one-on-one help. 
Students who feel they aren't 
understanding material need to 
take advantage of opportunities for 
one-on-one instruction, Gogue said . 
According to David Sattinger. 
professor of mathematics and head 
of the mathematics and statistics 
department, the availability of 
tutoring equalizes large and small 
classes. 
"Regardless of whether a class is 
40, 50 or 60, a student may see 
something and not get it." Sattinger 
said. "But if he comes to a tutor, he 






Bush fears Democrats may help McCain 
WASHINGTON (AP) -
Gov. George W. Bush 
expressed concern Sunday 
that Democrats are mobiliz-
ing to support Sen. John 
McCain in South Carolina's 
open Republican presiden-
tial primary. 
But McCain said Bush's 
allegation that some 
Democrats believe McCain 
would be the easier candi-
date to defeat in the general 
election in November "flies 
in the face of the facts." 
"The facts are that inde-
pendents are also flocking in 
large numbers to my candi-
dacy as well as Republicans," 
McCain said on CBS' "Face 
the Nation." "Everybody 
knows that if you're going to 
win a general election, you 
have to have those indepen-
dents and some Democrats." 
George W. Bush encourages upporters before his loss in the Neu, Hampshire primary last week. 
Carolina but all over the 
country," McCain said. 
nominee is, and then head 
back for the Democrats in 
the general election," Bush 
said on NBCs "Meet the 
Press." 
consider him a weaker can-
didate than Governor Bush." 
He said it was his mes-
sage that was attracting non-
Republicans. 
'Tm very proud that 
Libertarians or vegetarians 
or anybody would consider 
supporting me because I 
have a vision of reform for 
America that I think is tak-
ing hold, not only in South 
Still, Bush and his surro-
gates claimed - without 
offering proof - that 
Democrats were trying to 
skew the results of 
Saturday's GOP primary, in 
which non-Republicans may 
vote. 
Pat Robertson, founder of 
the Christian Coalition and 
a Bush supporter, alleged on 
CBS that "people who are 
allied with (Vice President) 
Al Gore are indeed making 
telephone calls to try to 
encourage Democrats to 
vote in the Republican pri-
mary ... I think that they 
Gore campaign 
spokesman Chris Lehane 
dismissed the claims, saying 
the Texas governor was 
"increasingly sounding like a 
rattled candidate." 
"I would suggest that he 
focus on earning the sup-
port of Republicans in his 
own primary rather than 
worrying about what 
Democrats are doing," 
Lehane said. 
"The only thing I'm con-
cerned about is that 
Democrats flock into the 
Republican primary to 
decide who the Republican 
Trump decides 
. not to run 
for president 
WASHINGTON (AP) - New York 
tycoon Donald Trump has decided 
against running for president. end-
ing a lengthy flirtation with the 
n<;>t;io.n t,hat h~ coµld tap his politi-
cal fortune.to capture the White 
H~Hi5~, .~~ .~ thtr?-part_y; can~date. 
The Assoaated Press nas learned. 
Sources connected with New 
York's Independence Party move-
ment, speaking on condition of 
anonymity, said Trump has told 
associates he will announce 
Monday that he is not mounting a 
presidential bid. 
After months of speculation 
about a possible Reform Party 
campaign, Trump decided recently 
that the party is too fractured to 
support a credible presidential 
candidate, the officials said. The 
Reform Party operates in New York 
under the Independence Party 
banner . 
He met over the weekend with 
advisers to consider a second 
option, running as an 
Independence Party candidate, but 
determined there is not enough 
time to get on state ballots. Trump 
considered that option out of 
respect for Minnesota Gov. Jesse 
Ventura, who had been the Reform 
Party's highest elected official 
before leaving the "dysfunctional" 
party last week to reinvigorate his 
state's Independence Party. 
Indians and police clash in 
Colombia over oil drilling 
LAS CANOAS, Colombia (AP) -
Leaders of a Colombian indigenous tribe 
said they will not give in to a U.S. compa-
ny's plans to drill for oil in their traditional 
Reporters visiting the remote area in 
northeastern Colombia during the week-
end heard conflicting versions of what 
happened when police broke up the 
protest, which highlights the lands, even after riot police 
clashed with Indian protesters 
blocking a road to the area. 
'This is our land. intensity of a lo~g-rur:ini~g dis-
pute over the U wa tnbe s 
We will not claim to land it considers "This is our land. We will not 
leave it," Roberto Perez, head of 
the Uwa nation's council of lead-
ers, said on Saturday. 
There were reports from tribal 
1 leaders that as many as five chil-
dren fell into a fast-flowing river 
and may have drowned in the 
confusion after a clash. But the 
leave it' 
• Rosarro Puu.z •
U\\:<1. COUi'-'Cil or 
Lf,'\DffiS 
sacred. 
For weeks. members of the 
tribe have occupied land just 
outside their reservation on 
which the US. oil company 
Owdental Petroleum wants to 
begin exploratory drilling. 
reports could not be confirmed. No bodies 
have been found, and police have denied 
reports of deaths in Friday's violence. 
Although the drilling site lies 
outside tribal lands, the U'wa say they 
believe oil exploration would bring vio-
lence and destroy their culture. 
Information age too fast for standards 
WASHINGTON (AP) -
The increasing speed of 
information delivery has 
caused some news organi-
zations to relax editing 
standards, which cuts into 
the public's confidence in 
the media, a veteran 
Washington reporter told 
a National Press Club 
audience. 
"I think the fast part of 
it is the really damaging 
thing to ... our credibility," 
Washington Post political 
reporter David Broder said 
Saturday at a media ethics 
panel he shared with 11 
other journalists and 
media experts. 
Broder said many 
errors that have resulted 
in a loss of public confi-
dence are attributable to 
the absence of a thorough 
editing process. He said 
stories at the Post often 
are posted on its Web site 
unedited, and television 
runs into similar prob-
lems. 
"I have been on the set 
... when some 12-year-old 
rushes a piece of copy (to 
the anchor people), they 
read it, and at the next 
commercial break, having 
some sense of judgment 
and perspective. one or 
the other will say. 'Where 
the hell did that come 
from?"' Broder said. "But 
by now its out there in the 
ether." 
The annual National 
Roundtable was sponsored 
by the Scripps Howard 
Foundation. It was carried 
live by C-SPAN and mod-
erated by C-SPAN founder 
Brian Lamb. 
Associated Press 
President and CEO Louis 
D. Boccardi said the sort 
of instantaneous reporting 
Broder spoke about can-
not be reversed, but the 
media still are "obliged to 
bring the same standards" 
as before. 
VALENTINE•s NIGHT 
NEW RELEASE SALE 
The Cure ENTER TO WIN A 
DOZEN ROSES 
W/ PURCHASE OF 
NEW CURE CD 
$1 OFF ANY NEW/USED CDW/ THIS AD 
GOOD ONl Y@ THE RElEASE PARTY 
CANNOT BE USED WITH OTHER COUPONS 
MIDNIGHT@ GRA YWHALE CD EXCHANGE 
WorldGLANce 
> Russian presidency gets 15 applicants 
MOSCOW (AP) - Fifteen people have applied to run next 
month for Russia's presidency. including acting President 
Vladimir Putin and Communist Party chief Gennady Zyuganov. 
the head of the election commission said Sunday, the final day 
for applying. 
Putin is the clear favorite for the March 26 ballot, according 
to recent opinion polls that show more than 50 percent of 
respondents supporting him. His nearest challenger, Zyuganov, 
has about 20 percent of respondents' support. 
Others who applied for the race - submitting property and 
income declarations and the signatures of at least 500,000 sup-
porters - were Grigory Yavlinsky, leader of the reformist 
Yabloko party, and nationalist firebrand Vladimir Zhirinovsky. 
The applications of Zyuganov and Alexei Podberyozkin. of the 
small leftist Spiritual Heritage group. have already been 
approved. The rest are to be examined over the next eight days. 
Election commission head Alexander Veshnyakov said on 
NTV television that he did not expect all the applications to be 
approved, but did not elaborate. 
Putin's strong performance in opinion polls appears to reflect 
wide approval of his tough stance on the war in Chechnya and 
his law-and-order image. But his position on many of the issues 
troubling Russia remains unclear. With just six weeks to go 
before the election, he still has not released an economic plat-
form. 
Zyuganov has repeatedly criticized Putin for failing to put for-
ward a clear platform. That criticism was echoed Saturday by 
two other prominent politicians. 
Moscow's Mayor Yuri Luzhkov, a leader of the moderate 
Fatherland-All Russia movement, said Putin remained "a blank 
piece of paper." 
> Iran elections pit clergy vs. nation 
DUBAI, United Arab Emirates (AP) - Iran's legislative elec-
tions this week pit a nation clamoring for greater democracy 
against an Islamic establishment determined to preserve its 
hard-line rule. 
Conservative clerics accuse their rivals of straying from the 
ideals of the 1979 revolution that ousted a dictatorial monarchy, 
while reformists say the hard-liners failed to deliver their 
promises of freedom and prosperity. . 
The reformists' leader, President Mohammad Khatam1, hopes 
that Friday's elections will be a replay of the 1997 presidential 
vote in which he drew 20 million votes to his hard-line rival's 7 
million. 
Allowing Khatami to run was a grave miscalculation by the 
hard -liners. This time. they have tried to disqualify as many 
reformists as possible, but many remain in the race . More than 
6.000 candidates are running for the 290-seat Majlis. or parlia-
ment. 
>'Half of black households headed by women 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Black households are more likely than 
white households to be headed by a woman without a partner 
living at home, and the overall black population tends to be 
younger, the Census Bureau reports. . 
Data from 1999 being released Monday show that while mar-
ried couples head 47 percent of the country's 8.4 million black 
households, about 45 percent, or 3 8 million families, are led by 
lone women without partners present. 
Of the nation's 53.1 million white households , only 13 per-
cent are headed by women alone. 
The statistics are being released in conjunction with Black 
History Month, which is February. 
About 33 percent of the country's 35 million blacks are age 
18 or younger. compared with 24 percent of America's 193 mil-
lion whites. 
The statistics offer more proof that America's population will 
become even more diverse in the 21st century. According to the 
Census Bureau, the black population would rise to 59.2 million 
in 2050 a 70 percent increase. 
Und~r this projection, the black share of the total population 
would increase slightly. from 13 percent to 15 percent. 
Turning to education, 77 percent of blacks age 25 and over 
had at least a high school education, while 15 percent possessed 
at least a bachelor's degree. Among whites age 25 and over, 88 
percent attained a high school -level degree, and 28 percent fin-
ished college or higher. . . 
Blacks still live predominantly in the South, and m metropoh-
tan areas. More than 55 percent of blacks live in the South. and 
over 86 percent of blacks live in cities or their surrounding sub -
urbs. 
The new statistics can be found starting Monday at the 
Census Bureau's World Wide Web site. www.census.gov 
> Gasoline prices up 4 cents in past month 
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Gasoline prices rose more than 4 cents 
per gallon at the pump during the past three weeks on the 
strength of unseasonably high demand and a surge in crude oil 
prices, an industry analyst said Sunday. 
The national average price on Friday, including all grades and 
taxes. was $1.4105 per gallon, up 4.29 sents. according to the 
Lundberg Survey of 10,000 stations nationwide. 
The average price was about a nickel per gallon off the peak 
of about $1.46 in November 1990. 
Winter months typically have a drop in gasoline use, but 
January's demand was 5.5 percent higher than in January 1999, 
analyst Trilby Lundberg said . 
That "speaks volumes, because January is the month when 
Americans consume the least gasoline." Lundberg said. 
The price hike might have been as much as a penny more , 
but dealers sacrificed some profit margin, she said. She said 
wholesale gasoline prices in the past three weeks rose faster 
than retail prices. 
Crude oil prices are up amid uncertainty over whether the 
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries will increase 
output when an agreement on lowered production expires next 
month. 
"If they do cancel export reductions next month then the 
chances of a severe gasoline price run -up this spring and sum-
mer, when U.S. gasoline demand picks up. would be much 
reduced," Lundberg said. 
Prices at self-service stations averaged $1.3625 for regular 
unleaded gasoline. $1.4595 for mid-grade and $1.5432 for pre -
mium. 
Full-service prices were $1.6744 for regular, $1.7605 for mid-
grade and $1.8323 for premium. 
Professor heads 
Special Ed. group 
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY 
Media Relations 
Charles L. Salzberg, head 
of the Department of Special 
Education and 
Rehabilitation at Utah State 
University, recently became 
president of the Higher 
Education Consortium for 
Special Education (HECSE), 
one of the nation's most 
prestigious advocacy groups 
for the profession. 
The organization is com-
prised of some 46 adminis-
trators of the leading special 
education programs in the 
country that grant doctoral 
degrees. 
"It's a rare privilege to be 
in a position in which there 
is the opportunity to have 
such a positive influence on 
issues that impact this pro-
fession and the lives of per-
sons with disabilities: 
Salzberg said. "HECSE is one 
of the leading, most presti-
gious special education advo-
cacy groups in the country. I 
am very grateful to have 
been elected to this office.· 
CHARLES L. SAlzBERG 
The consortium works at 
the national level to enhance 
the development of leader-
ship in the profession, to 
expand doctoral programs 
and maintain high standards 
of training in the field of spe-
cial education. It also advises 
and works closely with the 
federal Office of Special 
Education Programs in the 
Department or Education. 
It also advises other gov-
ernment agencies on mat-
ters of policy and legislation 
that affect people with dis-
abilities. 
HECSE sponsors national 
leadership conferences and 
engages in partnerships with 
other national organizations 
interested in special educa-
tion, rehabilitation and peo-
ple with disabilities. 
Salzberg said that during 
his term of office, he hopes 
to focus on three goals: to 
work directly with the Office 
of Special Education 
Programs to improve process-
es in awarding grants for 
special education programs 
and research; to both 
improve and increase the ser-
vices available for post-sec-
ondary students with disabil-
ities; and to make sure that 
the upcoming re-authoriza-
tion of the federal 
Individuals with Disabilities 
Education Act (IDEA) is bet-
ter than the present law it 
will replace. 
Salzberg, a native of 
Brooklyn, NY., grew up in 
Miami and received his bach-
elor's and master's degrees 
at Florida State University. 
He received his Ph.D. at 
the University of Kansas. 
He has been at USU since 
1982. 
Cougars find new home 
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) -
Two young cougars who wan-
dered out .of the foothills and 
down Main Street two weeks 
ago have found a home. 
The mountain lions cubs 
- apparently sisters about six 
months old - left Saturday 
for the John Ball Zoo in 
Grand Rapids, Mich. 
Wildlife workers think that 
"Hiss" and "Spit," as the 
twins have been nicknamed, 
probably got separated frdm 
their mother. 
The Utah Division· of 
Wildlife Resources settled on 
the Michigan zoo after failing 
to find a facility that could 
return the cats to the wild. 
"1'd feel much happier if 
we could rehabilitate them 
GRADUATION 
Conti11ued from Page 1 
more credits to a student's 
record . 
Even without outside help, 
students wanting to graduate 
in four years have all the 
information they need at 
their fingertips in the form of 
major requirement sheets 
that are available in advising 
offices as well as online, 
Saunders said. 
"The information is there 
in terms of what do I have to 
do step-by-step-by-step to 
graduate on time,· Saunders 
said. 
However, some students 
trying to meet the four-year 
deadline end up overloaded 
with classes. 
·1 think it's hard for engi-
neers and those in the sci-
ences to take an 18-credit 
load," Terrell said . "In fact, I 
think it's near impossible, 
unless they don't have a life." 
Others disagree and think 
the four-year model works for 
those who use the resources 
the university provides. 
·1 think it's a very realistic 
goal: said Director of · 
Advising & Transition Services 
John Mortensen. •If you look 
at the major requirement 
sheets, you only need 120 
credits to graduate . If you 
take 15 credits a semester and 
meet with your adviser, then 
you should get out on time." 
Mortensen said he does 
recognize each student has a 
different circumstance. 
for eventual release, but we 
just do not have any facility 
in the state with a large 
enough enclosure to allow 
them to do what big cats nor-
mally do," said Heather 
France of Wild Again, a 
wildlife rehabilitation organi-
zation that helped set up the 
cougars' new home. " 
They really need to be 
with their mother until they 
are two years old, and this is 
the year she would have 
taught them to hunt and 
refine their survival skills: 
she added.' 
Thompson said the 
cougars' youth will help them 
adapt to the confinement of 
a zoo while keeping some of 
their natural character. 
"There are a lot of students 
who have to work and do not 
take a full load, so that will 
slow them down," Mortensen 
said. 
At USU the number of 
working students is increasing 
and the number of credits 
they are taking is decreasing, 
Terrell said. 
"We're seeing a lot more of 
the 'stop-out phenomenon,'" 
Terrell said. "Students are 
stopping to work to make 
money to pay for tuition or to 
meet family needs." 
Terrell said universities 
need to not look at the num-
bers, but at the students. 
"I think universities need 
to realize that not every stu-
dent is a square peg fitting in 
a square hole," Terrell said. 
"What they need to realize is 
that every student has their 
own needs that they have to 
meet." 
Students who take longer 
to graduate are fined if they 
exceed the amount of credits 
required to graduate, Terrell 
said. 
"There is a Board of 
Regents policy that penalizes 
students who take more cred-
its than they need to gradu-
ate: Terrell said . 
Terrell said the surcharge is 
meant to deter some people 
from becoming "professional 
students." 
"Taxpayers are funding a 
portion of higher education, 
so the Board of Regents does-
n't want students staying in 
school forever," Terrell said. 
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Full of soul Nnenna Freelon, a 3-time Grammy nominee jazz singer, wowed her audience Friday night in the Kent Concert Hall. 
Freelon sang songs from her newest CD, 'Maiden Voyage.' 
·utah parks in trouble 
due to lack of funds 
WILLARD BAY (AP) - At 
Willard Bay State Park, the 
wooden beams in the 
restrooms are rotting and the 
roads through campgrounds 
are cracked beyond repair. 
An underground water sys-
tem has been patched togeth-
er with four kinds of pipe, and 
manager Roland Bringhurst is 
struggling to stay on top of 
basic maintenance while serv-
ing 320,000 visitors a year. 
"We wrap gauze upon 
gauze to take care of the 
bleeding, but we never get in 
to the doctor to stop the prob-
lem,'' Bringhurst said. 
And it's not just Willard 
Bay. Despite increased user 
fees, Utah's 45 state parks, 
which draw more than 7 mil-
lion visitors each year, need 
more than $92 million in criti-
cal capital improvements. 
In many cases, the prob-
lems are hidden from sight. 
But the situation is so senous 
Registrar David Roos has 
requested the university take 
action to have the policy 
removed, Terrell said. 
According to Terrell, 25 
students were found in viola-
tion of the policy in either 
the Fall 1999 or the Spring 
2000 semesters. 
Of the 25, 18 were wrong-
fully charged because they 
either had their first under -
graduate degree, were in a 
graduate program or were 
non-matriculated graduate 
students, Terrell said. 
Seven of the students had 
already applied for graduation 
and two were extension stu-
dents for whom the surcharge 
does not apply. 
"That's right, only one stu-
dent was actually account-
able." Terrell said. "We've 
been asked to look into the 
effectiveness of the' policy.· 
USU is looking into several. 
other programs to help stu-
dents who do want to gradu-
ate in the four-year time 
frame. Terrell said . 
One program is a volun-
tary fast track program where 
students in the program 
would live togeth er on cam-
pus, agree to follow the 
course outline from their 
advisers, meet certain acade-
mic requirement and would 
then be guaranteed to gradu-
ate within four years. Terrell 
said . 
According to Terrell, the 
strategic planning committee 
is looking into implementing 
the program. 
that closing some parks is not 
out of the question. 
At the Territorial 
Statehouse in Fillmore, park 
officials worry an antiquated 
electrical system could burn 
down Utah's original capitol 
building. 
In Vernal, the Utah Field 
House of Natural History vio-
lates state fire codes, the 
Americans With Disabilities 
Act and federal standards for 
museum collections. 
And Wasatch Mountain 
State Park near Midway - the 
crown jewel of the state's park 
system - has an outdated 
campground with aging elec-
trical circuits and a dangerous-
ly overloaded sewage system. 
, "We have some parks such 
as Territorial Statehouse and 
the Field House of Natural 
History with serious enough 
problems that we may have to 
close them,'' said Dave 
Morrow, Utah's assistant direc-
ARTIClJlATION 
Continued from Page 1 
students make from other 
big schools that USC may 
not be as dose with. 
"What we·re hoping this 
will do is encourage more 
students to transfer to usu:· 
Mortensen said. 
According to the new 
agreement. students without 
an associates degree or cer-
tificate who say they've com-
pleted their general educa-
tion requirements transfer-
ring from schools with whom 
USU does not have an artic-
ulation agreement will have 
their transcript ·evaluated on 
a course-by-course basis and 
may be required to take 
additional courses.· 
Registration and 
Transition Services already 
has measures in place to 
help students transferring to 
somewhere else from USU, . 
Mortensen said. 
"lf a student leaves USU 
they can get a letter from the 
Registrars office to say 
they've completed their gen-
eral education requirements." 
· Mortensen said. 
Mortensen said the uni-
versity will be working quick-
ly to make the agreements 
available to students as soon 
as possible. 
·The intent was that it 
won't be effective until fall 
but I've had a lot of advisers 
call and ask me if this will be 
available for students th.is 
summer," Mortensen s,aid. 
tor for state parks. 
Jeff Packer, a Brigham City 
real estate agent who chairs 
the Utah State Parks Board, 
said park supporters have 
tried to work with the 
Legislature to prevent the 
problems But even as user 
fees have increased, lawmak-
ers have cut back on general 
funds going into the system. 
This year, about 8 percent 
of the agency's $22.7 million 
budget will go into capital 
facility improvement. Of that 
$1.8 million, $1 million will go 
to Willard Bay because match-
ing federal dollars are avail-
able. 
"We have tried to work 
with the Legislature and work 
within the system,'' Packer 
said. "We can't compete with 
education and highways at 
crunch time. And we are not 
being recognized for our con-
tributions to the state's quality 
of life." 
RElATIONSHIPS 
Continued from Page 1 
Carling said. 
The center will also try to 
focus attention on proper pre-
vention methods when dealing 
with sexually transmitted dis-
eases (STDs), Carling said. 
"The number of STDs con-
tracted every year are highest 
among college-age people," 
Carling said. "Abstinence is the 
only truly safe way to prevent 
them (STDs)." 
However, she said, for those 
who choose to be sexually 
active, condoms are the next 
best method. 
According to Carling, latex 
condoms prevent most STDs if 
used properly. 
"Many people don't use con-
doms correctly," Carling said. "It 
took 13 students in a health 
class over 15 minutes to put all 
the steps (for using a condom) 
in order, and even then they 
weren't all correct." 
To try to remedy this prob-
lem, she said the center will 
pass out condoms and instruc-
tions on proper use at the 
table in the student center this 
week. 
Carling said she hopes 
many students will stop by the 
table and receive information. 
She said she also hopes the 
center can help educate stu-
dents on how to recognize and 
maintain a healthy relation-
ship, how to be sexually 
responsible and how to pre-




> Logging team 
prepares for event 
The Utah State 
University Logging Team, 
an affiliation of the stu-
dent chapter of the Society 
of American Foresters, will 
be participating in this 
year's 61st annual 
American Western 
Forestry Conclave. 
The AWFC will be held 
at Humboldt State 
University in Arcata, Calif. 
April 2 to 9. The conclave 
tests the traditional logging 
skills of hundreds of stu-
dents from institutions 
around the west. Activities 
include birling, pole climb, 
obstacle pole, double and 
single buck and the choker 
race. 
The logging team will 
be holding practice every 
Monday at 2:30 p.m. at 
various sites around the 
valley. Today's practice will 
feature pole climbing and 
sawing. The team will meet 
in the Natural Resources 
Atrium at 2:30 p.m. and 
move on to the pole prac-
tice site at 3 p.m. The pole 
site is between the parking 
terrace and the military 
science building. 
For more information 
on the logging team prac-
tices, contact Marni 
Goodridge at 755-0905 or 
at sl825@cc.usu.edu. 
>Reform party to 
hold conference 
The Reform Party of 
UTah will hold a press con-
ference Tuesday at 9 a.m. 
in the Utah State Capitol 
rotunda. 
The state chairman, 
Keith Ridgway, will 
announce that the Reform 
Party of Utah has obtained 
official recognition from 
the State of Utah and will 
appear on the ballot for 
the November general 
election. Utah is the first 
new state to grant the 
Reform Party ballot access 
for the 2000 election. 
Utah's national commit-
tee members will also 
report on the proceedings 
and results of the Reform 
Party National Committee 
Meeting held last Saturday. 
The press conference is 
open to the general public. 
> Leavitt to host 
arena bill signing 
Governor Leavitt will 
host an official bill-signing 
ceremony with the 
Bridgerland Community 
Ice Arena for SB34. This 
bill allows each Cache 
County city to pledge their 
financial support to help 
build an Olympic-sized 
arena in Cache Valley. So 
far, 17 of the 19 cities have 
signed a resolution to send 
1/64 percent of their sales 
tax to support payment of 
a $1 million construction 
bond over the next 10 
years . 
The ceremony will be 
held at the State Capitol in 
the Office of the Governor 
on Wednesday at 3:15 p.m. 
All ice arena supporters 
are welcome. 
For questions, contact 
Janet Borg at 563-8640. 
> Clarification 
In the Feb. 7 edition of 
The Utah Statesman, an 
Associated Press article on 
the election in Finland rec-
ognized this year's election 
as the second presidential 
election since 1917 
Tarja Halonen is actually 
Finland's 11th president. She 
is however, the second presi-
dent to be elected through 
direct election. 
In the other elections, cit-
izens have voted through 
representatives. 
Briefs compiled by 
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Pucker up and give me a kiss, it's all for the love baby 
a kiss." 
DOUG S~EATH 
Assistant Features Editor 
"You may conquer with the sword, but you are conquered by 
The Dutch poet Daniel Heinsius wrote this in the early 17th century, and 
indeed, people have been fascinated by the kiss for as long as they have 
been kissing. 
But how long has that been? 
The truth is, no one knows for sure. 
Anthropologists think the custom of kissing may have started 
with our early ancestors. when mothers transferred food from their 
mouths to their babies. says William Cane, author of "The Art of 
Kissing," at his Web site www.kissing.com 
Cane's site says anthropologists believe this affectionate lip contact was simply 
carried on by adults. . 
• .But as I point out in other chapters (from "The Art of Kissing") on kissing from 
around the world, customs dfffer from culture to culture. and there are some places 
where kissing is really bizarre: Cane said in the Web site. 
In fact. as recently as 1926 kissing was considered so ·unclean. 
immodest. indecorous. ungraceful and likely to spread disease• in 
Japan that Tokyo's Prefect of Police removed about 800.000 feet of 
kissing scenes from American movies, according to the trivia Web site 
at wwwuselessknowledge.com. 
And American culture has its own history of mistrust of the kiss. 
In Riverside, Calif., there is an old law still on the books 
that makes it illegal for two people to kiss without 
first wiping their lips with rose water. the Useless 
Knowledge Web site says. 
But while there are some cultures that 
don't even recognize 
the kiss as a valid 
form of 
Roses, candy and all the love 
IN MY WORLD / Heather Fredrickson 
Valentine's Retail and service is where it's at! The mak-
Day: How do I ers of teddy bears, chocolate, sappy cards, 
love thee? Let candy, heart-shaped balloons and other such 
me count the Valentine's fare, as well as flower delivery 
ways! One red people, must love this day! Hallmark and FTD 
rose, two red must be making out like bandits. 
roses, three red I just tliought of something else fun about 
roses, four red V-Day. In my elementary school, we spent 
roses ... weeks preparing for the event. 
OK, so . We made little cardboard boxes to hold all 
maybe my feel- the cards we expected to get, we got to play 
ings toward Valentine's Day aren't quite that with glue and scissors while making the 
warm and fuzzy. It's hard being single and boxes, and we spent most of the day eating 
getting into the spirit of the celebration of love candy, trading cards and swooning over the 
- even if you're a girl, Justin. sweet little sayings, such as _the classic, "I 
It's even harder being the roommate of one choo choo choose you." How can you not 
engaged girl and another who's "involved" love that? I get a tear in my eye just thinking 
wifh someone, even if he is in Delaware. about it. Sniff, sniff. 
Where, you ask? That's right. Delaware. Of course high school was quite a bit dif-
Lovely place. ferent. 
Believe it or not, I'm not bitter at all about We paid big bucks to send personalized 
the day of love and warm fuzzies. There's so cards attached to balloons or flowers (or both) 
many good things to say about the day to to that secret crush in his third period class. 
override the negative "Singles Awareness" What a great way to break the ice, and the 
drawback. news, to a crush! Of course, it never worked 
First of all, the Singles Awareness Day term out for me the way it did on TV or in movies, 
serves to remind those of us in this position of but that's another story. 
the wonderful freedoms we have. Now that I'm in college, I've dispensed 
If I was in a relationship with someone with the backwards ways of telling crushes 
right n'Ow, I'd have to take their feelings, that I like them (ie. I don't tell them), but I've 
wishes, wants and desires into account before held on to the tradition of handing out those 
making any kind of decisions in my own life. silly little cards that I used in grade four. New 
No thanks. I'm too selfish at this point in my box, of course. Glue doesn't last that long. 
life to want to deal with that. And I give them to friends, neighbors and co-
Second, look at the dollars spent on choco- workers. It's amazing to see how that little 
la:e, candy, power tools, cards, flowers and gesture can brighten someone's day. 
balloons. And isn't that what it's all about? 
I firmly believe that if this great nation of 
ours didn't guilt itself into thinking it had to 
spend money during every recognized holi-
day, our economy would be in the toilet. 
The biggest shopping day of the year 
revolves around a holiday, the most red dye is 
probably manufactured around a holiday, 
eggs experience a tremendous boom around 
another holiday and flowers are always a 
good choice for all. 
Heather Fredrickson is the Copy Editor for the 
Utah Statesman. She is single and welcomes 
wishes of a happy Valentine's Day at 
SLR4H@cc.usu.edu. If you're in need of a date 
or someone to shower with flowers and frilly 
heart candies for Valentine's, 
Heather and her roommate Rachel, 
also single, are available 
at 752-8993. 
Weight lifting, an addiction to strength 
SARAH TUFT 
Staff Writer 
With massive muscles, long 
intense hours in the gym, a strict 
dieting regimen high in protein, 
tanning lotions and oils and even 
the little red Speedo - body build-
ing has become not only a way of 
life, but an addiction for one Utah 
State University student. 
Although body building is not 
only physically. but mentally taxing, 
Tyler Williams, a native of Cache 
Valley, says he loves the self fulfill-
ment of pushing himself past what 
he thinks his limits are every day. 
At the age of nine, Williams said 
· influences from his older brother 
and role models like Arnold 
Schwarzenegger (before he was in 
the movies), helped him start 
weight lifting. 
small kid." Williams said. 
He said his first motive to get 
strong was to help him compete in 
other sports such as wrestling and 
football. By the time Williams was a 
junior in high school. however, 
bodybuilding had become an addic-
tion of it's own, he said. 
"You do it for so long, it becomes 
a part of who you are. It's part of 
my personality," Williams said. 
During his junior year of high 
school. Williams became a personal 
trainer for others. Later in college, 
he said he began working for a chi-
ropractor doing physical therapy 
and rehabilitation. 
He also said he began putting a 
lot of energy and time into learning 
about nutrition. eating five to six 
nutritional meals a day, planning 
both his sleeping and eating regi-
expres-
sion. others 
revel in the kiss. And 
that includes some non-human cultures. 
According to the Useless Knowledge site, Utah 
prairie dogs "kiss· by touching incisor teeth together. 
However. rather than expressing love, they do this to identify 
members of their group, the site says. 
But regardless of what a culture believes about kissing or 
where kissing first came from. most cultures recognize there are kisses 
for all occasions. 
"There is the kiss of welcome and of parting, the Jong, lingering, loving, pre-
sent one: wrote Canadian writer Thomas C. Haliburton in the 19th century. "The 
stolen. or the mutual one, the kiss of love, of joy and of sorrow; the seal of promise 
and receipt of fulfillment." 
According to the Useless Knowledge Web site, the ancient Romans had three 
words for kissing - basium meant a kiss between two acquain-
tances, osculum was the kiss between two close friends 
and suavium was the way two lovers kissed. 
India's classical erotic text. the "Kama Sutra," describes 20 different 
kinds of kisses, the Useless Knowledge Web site says. 
All these kinds of kisses can be confusing. According to Useless 
Knowledge's Web site, what the English and Americans call a "French 
kiss" is called an "English kiss· in France. 
But whatever the kind of kiss, whatever the origin. what-
ever the reason. today and in the 
past. and probably forever, kisses 
have been considered a 
Jump to Kiss, Page 6 
Black Monday, a curse for men 
MIXED Nurs / Justin Berry 
Ahhhhh, 
here we all sit as 
students at Utah 
State on Black 
Monday, Singles 
Awareness Day 
or in the sight of 
those very few 
souls who con-
sider themselves 
· lucky to find 
solace in love's arms - Valentine's Day. 
But why, oh why, would I find this to be a 
positive day? Why do I have a need to cele-
brate? Does the candy industry really own the 
rights to Cupid? It is all just too much for my 
poor little brain to comprehend and under-
stand. 
I guess some would say it is due to my overt 
singleness, and I suppose that it may well be 
the case. But I still have no desire to find out 
otherwise. I think my father has the right idea 
- leave the frilly, heart-filled store aisles to the 
ladies. 
This is how I look at it, and it is in no way 
meant to be the definitive view of this meager 
holiday. But it is MY view of the whole thing. 
To start with, I have come to the conclusion 
that the real force behind the holiday comes 
from St. Hershey and St. Cadbury. Between 
the two,. heart shaped chocolate exclamations 
of love have become a billion dollar industry. 
Just to keep up with these two would 
require an entire arsenal of lip shaped gummy 
things and sugar-laden morsels of confec-
tionery delights wrapped in white, pink and 
red foil. There is no real hope. We have 
become slaves to the need to offer a little sweet 
magic to our "lovie dovie." 
And then there is the whole issue of the card 
giving ploy. What do we really want to gain 
from it in the first place? 
I once had a friend who was asked on a date 
by. a very "cute girl with a great personality." 
The part that blows my mind is this: she left 
him a card the morning of the big date that had 
a big red pair of lips on it. Inside, the message 
simply read, "The VLC will fall tonight!" 
He laughed. 
The date came and went. At the end of the 
evening, a second card was placed in his hand 
and all it said was, "The time is now!" 
Sweat running down his face, he reached 
out his hand, shook hers, turned and ran! He 
ran! 
"Run Forest, run!" 
A simple Valentine's expression turned sour 
and it was all the fault of a card! I tell you it is 
a conspiracy to destroy the heart of every man 
and [Tlake the eyes of every woman teary and 
sen ti men ta I. 
I guess it is good to have holidays that at 
least part of society actually likes. Every 
woman looks forward to this day with hope 
and high expectations only to be destroyed 
when they don't get the roses, chocolate or 
cards. But year after year they tend to look for-
ward to it. 
We guys look forward to our own holiday 
- Super Bowl Sunday. Who needs the frilly 
hearts? Give me a bag of chips and a bottle of 
salsa and I am set. Forget the rest. 
Then there is the little, winged, diaper wear-
ing masochist who hurls sharp pointed objects 
at each of us in hopes that we will fall in love 
with the person on whom we dote. Yikes. 
Where did he come from? Why has he been 
left to determine our collective romantic fate? 
My question is simply this: if I wore Huggies 
and flew around wielding a crossbow loaded 
with heart tipped arrows, can I have his job? 
I guess it all comes down to this, if I had a 
girlfriend on which to heap the flowers, choco-
fates and cards, I would, but I don't. I guess 
that is why I shall celebrate tomorrow as a sin-
gle, white male. I will celebrate my singleness 
with joy. What else can you do on Black 
Monday? 
Justin Berri{ is the Features Editor for 
the Utah Statesman. He is also 
si]le and can be reached at 
ustinsb26@hotmail.com. 
o ladies, drop him a line, 
you sweet things you! 
·1 was really. really skinny - a J11mJ2)0 WEIGHTS..Page 5 ____ Tyler Williams, a personal trainer sl Jake's Gym in Logan finishes 11p with the last reps in his workout last Wednesday night. 
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Cartoonist Schulz dies on eve of last 
SANTA ROSA, Calif. (AP) -
"Peanuts" creator Charles 
Schulz died at home following 
a battle with cancer, just as the 
last original cartoon of his 
half-century career was being 
published in newspapers 
worldwide. 
Jhe 77 -year-old Schulz was 
diagnosed with colon cancer in 
November, and his spirits 
recently sagged as he battled 
the disease and pondered 
retirement, said Monte Schulz, 
his eldest son. 
"I think maybe he decided 
that his true passion was in 
the strip, and when that was 
gone. it was over," Monte 
Schulz said Sunday. "He had 
done what he had wanted to 
do, and that was it for him ... " 
The son said that while the 
cause of death Saturday wasn't 
known, "it appears he died in 
his sleep, almost between 
breaths." His wife, Jeannie, was 
with him when he died. 
On news of his passing, 
fans and colleagues across the 
country hailed Schulz as an 
irreplaceable artist whose 
work over the years had 
become infused in American 
popular culture. 
"I think 'Peanuts' has been 
for most of its existence the 
best comic strip in history, and 
nothing's ever approached it," 
said Mell Lazarus, who draws 
the "Momma" and "Miss 
Peach" strips, and knew Schulz 
for 42 years. "He's going to be 
missed and will clearly never 
be replaced." 
The famous strip - with its 
gentle humor spiked with a 
child's-eye view of human 
foibles - had one particularly 
endearing trait: constancy. 
Year after year, the long-
suffering Charlie Brown faced 
misfortune with a mild, "Good 
grief!"Jart-tongued Lucy 
hande out advice at a nickel 
a pop. And Snoopy, Charlie 
Brown's wise-but-weird beagle, 
still took the occasional flight 
of fancy back to the skies of 
World War I and his rivalry 
WEIGHTS 
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with the Red Baron. 
The strip was an 
intensely personal effort 
for Schulz. He had had a 
clause in his contract dic-
tating the strip had to end 
with his death - no one 
could imitate it. 
While battling cancer, 
he opted to retire it. saying 
he wanted to focus on his 
health and family without 
the worry of a daily dead-
line. 
His last daily comic ran 
in early January, and the 
final farewell strip 
appeared in newspapers Ch 1 5 h 1 1922 _ 2000 on Sunday. Old versions of ar es c u z, 
the strip will continue to be The 1965 CBS-TV special "A 
published. Charlie Brown Christmas" won 
The last strip showed an Emmy and rerun immor-
Snoopy at his typewriter and tality, and many other specials 
other Peanuts regulars along followed. 
with a "Dear Friends" letter There was a hit musical. 
thanking his readers for their "You're a Good Man, Charlie 
support. Brown," with Gary Burghoff, 
"I have been grateful over later Radar O'Reilly on "M-A-
the years for the loyalty of our S-H," playing Charlie. 
editors and the wonderful The book "The Gospel 
support and love expressed to According to Peanuts" 
me by fans of the comic strip," explored the philosophical and 
Schulz wrote. "Charlie Brown. religious implications of the 
Snoopy, Linus, Lucy ... how can strip. 
[ ever forget them ... " The characters also 
lt ended with his signature. appeared on sheets, stationery 
Fans of all ages mourned and countless other products. 
his passing. Schulz several time~ was listed 
At the International as one of Forbes magazine's 
Museum of Cartoon Art in best-paid entertainers, most 
Boca Raton, Fla., Schulz fans recently in 1996, when his 
who came to see an exhibit 1995-96 income was estiamted 
featuring his comics became at $33 million, ranking him 
mourners. No. 30 on the magazine's list. 
Schulz was born in St. Paul, "Rejection is his specialty, 
Minn., on Nov. 26, 1922, and losing his area of expertise. He 
studied art after he saw a "Do has spent a lifetime perfecting 
you like to draw?" ad. failure," Johnson wrote in her 
"Peanuts" made its official 1989 book, "Good Grief: The 
debut on Oct. 2, 1950. The tra- Story of Charles M. Schulz." 
vails of the "little round-head- Schulz himself left little 
ed kid" and his pals eventually doubt about the strip's role in 
ran in more than 2,600 news- his life. 
papers, reaching millions of "Why do musicians com-
readers in 75 countries. pose symphonies and poets 
In 1978, he was named write poems?" he once said. 
International Cartoonist of "They do it because life would-
the Year, an award voted by n't have any meaning for them 
700 comic artists around the if they didn't. That's why I 
world. draw cartoons. It's my life." 
The strict diet and work-
outs, a!Qng with work and 
school began affec,ting his ' 
mental state, and he experi-
men and taking protein sup- enced some mood swings and 
plements. If he took a trip depression, he said. 
that would last more than "There's lots of prep stuff 
two days, he would take exer- that goes into doing a show. 
cise equipment along, The gym's the easy part," 
Williams said. Williams said. 
·u (bodybuilding) gets in Williams said the most 
the way of stuff all the time. irritating part of the prepara-
But c1t times it becomes so tion was putting the fake tan-
addicting, I would rather do it ning lotion on the night 
than anything else," he said. • before because he couldn't 
Williams said there are sleep normally for fear of 
times when his addiction to rubbing it off. On stage, when 
exercise can be bad. He began he was oiled down and 
to experience lower back pain pumped up, he said it was 
from lifting such high levels very tiring because he had to 
of weight, which he said is flex every skeletal muscle in 
common. among body his body the entire time. 
builders, and he has also "My legs were cramped in 
developed tendonitis. He said a Charlie horse pretty much 
he thinks weight lifting at the whole time I was out 
such a young age is the rea- there," William said. "But I 
son he has trouble with his felt like my poses were pretty 
joints. good: 
When asked about steroid Williams said he really 
use, which is common among wasn't nervous. The competi-
serious body builders, tion wasn't between him and 
Williams said he has definite- the other guys, he said he 
ly been tempted to use them. couldn't do anything more to 
"At first you get hooked on prepare than he had done, it 
the supplement hype, taking was just a challenge for him-
supplements to gain muscle self to be better prepared for 
weight, like the diet pill hype the next time. As far as being 
to lose weight," Williams said. in a Speedo in front of a few 
Williams, who has not thousand people, Williams 
used them, said he had rea- said he didn't even think 
sons for never taking steroids. about it because he felt like 
His reas6ns where mostly he was just a number. 
religious, but he also would "To me, I'd rather do it 
have felt guilty. as if he had with a big crowd than no 
cheated, he said. crowd," William said. 
"It wouldn't be as reward- I kind of eat that stuff up. 
ing to go to the gym and do The bigger the crowd the bet-
less wbrk1 but still get bigger ter." 
and stronger," Williams siad. Williams scored in the top 
"It's a cop,-out - cheating five of his weight division. He 
yourself, it's having some- said he hopes to sweep the 
thing you're not capable of Uath natural body building 
having." show this spring. 
All of the injuries and hard Williams said he is wary of 
work became worth it this fall competing in a lot of shows, 
when Williams decided to however, due to the image 
compete in his first show. To that goes along with it. He 
prepare for the competition, said he thinks most body 
SLUE DI~ECTOt=tY 
Forget the Yellow Pages. If you can't find the 
phone book or if you just want to know the 
address of area business from Airport to Zoos 
just CLICK HERE. ' 
- LISTINGS Curious how many times that one moVie will 
be playing on ATV? Do you live off-campus 
and subscribe to cable? Are the Jazz on 
tonight. Just CLICK HERE. 
YA □ A VADA 
Want to find the best bulletin boards on campus. 
Want to win a million dollars. You can do both 
here. There is a Sports Chat board ($1 million, 
find the Finals competition) and a Campus Chat. 
Want to compliment, comment, make suggestions. 
Just CLICK HERE. 
□ NLINIE FEEDBACK 
Can you see some possible improvements for our 
web page? Is there some link you would like to 
see? Do you have a news tip or comments 
(unpublished) for the editorial staff of The 
Statesman? Just CLICK HERE. 
PLACE ■ SACKSUl=INEl=I Can't make it in to TSC to fill out the little form? 
Easier to type than to talk into our 24 \ 7 Hotline, 
797-3359? Just type, point and click. You can 
place Classified ads, too. 
Williams said he began work- building has a bad reputa-
ing out twice a day. He tion, and his experience at ... including Bluebird chocolates and Jelly Belly conversation beans are available at the Bookstore. 
reduced the ~mount of car- the show was that body 
bohydrates in his diet to builders are ·selfish, inflated 
almost nothipg. He said he personalities who think they 
also ~lid to start going to tan- are ·an that.'" 
ning beds, itting on fake Williams said when his 
tanning loti n and shaving friends found out he was 
his en'tire b dy. doing the show they were 
"(It was)J 'nd of a pain in surprised, and most of them 
the ass - literally,' Williams thought he was weird. 
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The Straight Story <G> 
End~ Tlrursdm1 
February 17th 
•• 50 SEASONAL JOBS MAY-SEPT 
•• 25 GIFT SHOP & FOOD 
Tickets S6.00 
S4.50 before 5:00pm 
Sunday 4:45 & 7:00pm 
Mon & Thurs 7:00pm CASHIERS 
•• 10 COOKS - FRY, LINE, PREP 
•• 5 MANAGMENT, MAINTENANCE, 
HOUSEKEEPING 
Fri & Sat 4:45, 7:00 & 9:15 pm 
141 North Main, Smithfield 
563-8080 
•• ROOM & BOARD AVAILABLE 
FOR APPLICATION & 
INTERVIEW 
CALL OR WRITE: 
KEVIN HELWIG 
Box 329 
PORT ARKANSAS, TX 78373 
(512) 7 49"3026 
JACOB THE UAR (,<;-13l Mon 1:00, 
MAN ON THE MOON (I) Mon 7:10, 9:20 
THE SIXTH SENSE O'G13)Man 7:20,9:20 
·•:· . ONLINE APPLICATION: 
DEUCE IIIGAlOW CRl Mot17f1J,'HXJ 
SUIPY IIOUOW m Man 9:10 
KTTP://WWW .DE NALIP ARK.COM 
EMAIL: KEV IN@DANALIP ARK.COM 
Friday, Feb. 18, 7:30 p.m. 
reserved seating TIX $8.50 
Now availabLe at 
Ellen Eccles Theater Ticket Office 
435-752-0026 
Are ~011 a reentr9 student? (A 
student with agap of 5 or more 
~ears atsome ~int in 9our 
education) 'lne Reent?13 Student 
Center is seeking_Peer 
Facilitators to offer assistance 
and share SUNival ski ls ~ . 
other returning students. This s 
a volunteer position. Call 797 • 
1723, or stop~~ TSC, Room 
310, for more mfo. 
Did you know .....  
February 16th is 
international Resident 
. Assistant recognition day? 
. Please take the time to tell 
; your R.A. how much vou 
appreciate their efforts to 
make living on campus so 
:n,uchfun! 
~ "What We Can't r::o Alone We Can r::o TcX]ether" 
The Utah Statesman LIFESTYLES Monday, Feb. 14, 2000 PAGE 6 
Get into the outdoor classroom 
DEBBIE LAMB 
Staff Writer 
Bear River Institute of 
Experiential Education (BRI) is 
dedicated to hands-on learning 
in the landscapes; courses use 
the natural world as a class-
room to explore many differ-
ent topics said Darek Stabb 
cofounder and an instructor at 
the Institute. 
"The goal of BR! is to pro-
mote field-based programs." 
said Stabb, ·we want to get 
people outside the classroom 
and into the real world." 
BR! was a collaborative pro-
ject founded by Kevin Kobe, 
Cami McClure and Stabb. 
"It was just seeing a poster 
for a similar idea: Stabb said. 
"The poster was for the Sierra 
Institute in California. Ever 
since we saw the poster the 
idea has just expanded." 
The beauty of USU's exten-
sion programs is that they're 
designed to educate people in 
the masses, Stabb said. 
Those people who might 
not have the time, money or 
energy to pursue an education 
through the university can take 
as many classes as they want, 
Stabb said. 
"Most classes are two cred-
its." he said. "The courses can 
either be taken for credit or 
not for credit; this credit can 
also apply to students attend-
ing USU." 
BR! currently does not offer 
many diverse courses, Stabb 
said. It would like to become 
more diverse and 
dicover a variety of places. 
"Because of geographies, 
we're located next to three 
unique areas: the Great Basin. 
Colorado Plateau and the 
Rocky Mountains," Stabb said. 
"The whole intention is to get 
diverse students to explore 
regions together 
offer more courses, he 
said. 
"Most of the time 
our courses have 
evening lectures 
where the topics are 
introduced," Stabb 
said. "Mostly the lec-
tures are in the Eccles 
Conference Center. 
'We want to get 
people outside 
and learn about 
unique qualities." 
If BRI becomes 
a community pro-
ject, it will help 
Cache County 
become a commu-
nity that is also a 
steward of the land, 
Stabb said. 
the classroom 
and into the real 
world. RHSA 
could be as 
effective as this 
year.' 
·currently there 
probably are 14 to 
16 people on the 
faculty." Stabb said. 
"The shortest 
course is over a week-
end and the longest is 
two to three months." 
Stabb said. "Most peo-
ple taking them want 
to have kind of 
unique skills and 
explore general 
"Mostly it is a mix-
• DAREKSlABs • ture of graduate 
BRJ corouNDrn students, profes-
regions." 
Because most of the courses 
taught are recreation based, 
they"ve received a lot of sup-
port from Recreation Resources 
within the Forest Resource 
Department. 
According to Stabb the pro-
gram lets students explore and 
sion~ls and profes-
sors 
The BRI is a self-sufficient 
entity, Stabb said. There are 
course fees because the classes 
require food and transporta-
tion, he said. 
"The classes are more 
expensive than most typical 
classes." Stabb said. "It is a lot 
like an art class with supplies." 
Leonardo DeCaprio Returns In 'The Beach' 
MAL VINCENT 
Knight-Ridder Tribune 
The palm trees outside the 
window bend in the wind as a 
mist of a rain is fanned into a 
torrent. Monsoons in the mid-
dle of paradise are not unusual 
to Leonardo 
DiCaprio.DiCaprio, more than 
an hour late for the interview, 
muses: "Paradise is a strange 
concept. It involves sacrifices. It 
can't be a paradise unless there 
is a sacrifice. And, somehow, 
everyone thinks paradise has 
to be isolated." 
During the filming of ''The 
Beach," his first major film 
since "Titanic" and one he has 
waited two years to make, it 
rained every afternoon. 
Things just haven't been the 
same for Leo since the boat 
sank. 
'Titanic" made him arguably 
the most famous actor in the 
world and. at 25, he has 
become an industry, earning a 
salary of $21 million per film. 
Just getting an interview with 
him required weeks of negotia-
tions that rivaled a United 
Nations Security Council 
debate. Access to him was "lim-
ited." 20th Century Fox work-
ers flurried around him with 
walkie-talkies that revealed just 
where he was in the hotel at 
the moment -- and how soon 
he would arrive for the inter-
view. 
As we speak, bodyguards are 
discreetly at a distance, but 
keeping watch. He's even 
bi;icked up by a gray-haired 
"adviser'' named Ken Sunshine, 
who used to be political con-
sultant to former New York 
mayor David Dinkins. His job 
is reportedly to work on Leo's 
"campaign." lt is the first time 
since 'Titanic" that DiCaprio 
has granted interviews and, 
even now, one is cautioned 
that he wants to talk about his 
"art." not his personal life. 
"I wanted to make a movie 
about something that involved 
me, that spoke to me," 
DiCaprio says. "Most of all, I 
didn't want to make another 
'Titanic.'" 
''The Beach,'' which will be 
released Feb. 11. has him play-
ing a callow young American 
tourist who, while visiting 
Thailand in an effort to "find 
himself," inherits a map from a 
mysterious man (Robert 
Carlyle) who commits suicide. 
It leads to an island paradise 
that is seemingly free from the 
traps of civilization. 
The movie is based on Alex 
Garland's eerie novel that sug-
gests that paradise will only be 
ruined by the intrusion of 
man. Greatly influenced by 
''Apocalypse Now'' (even to the 
Kiss 
Continued from Page 4 
force to be reckoned with. 
Cher once sang that 
there's only one way to tell if 
your lover really loves you -
"it's in his kiss. (That's where 
point of 
including 
clips from the 
film). ''The 
Beach" is not 
an obvious 




of all time. It 
is rated R. It 
is subversive 
rather than 





cent girls who 
created 
Leomania 
two years ago 
are older 
now. Are they 




blond vulnera- Leonardo Decaprio 
bility? Has he and cook it -- on our own.'' 
waited too long to cash in on His choice of dark, little 
''Titanic?" Does he care? films, everyone believes, is 
There are people who have influenced by George 
seen ''Titanic" several hundred DiCaprio, his 1960s hippie 
times. His fans have hounded father, who drew underground 
him to the point that he now comic books and worked on 
registers in hotels under false ''The Nine Lives of Fritz the 
names and wears baseball caps Cat." To this day, Leo collects 
pulled down over his face. underground comics (he calls 
With at least five films them "deranged") and video 
rumored to be his post- games. 
''Titanic" outing, it is "The His fame, he says, has 
Beach" that will first make it to meant "new responsibilities 
the screen. and new commitments. Before, 
'''The Beach,"' he says, "is the I could say the director messed 
first script that touched me to up. Now, it's on my shoulders. 
the point that 1 wanted to do Danny invited me to become a 
it." partner in ''The Beach,' But I 
Alternately, he's been don't want to be a total adult. 
reported to be playing a cow- Who would? I'd like to stay a 
boy, a Hemingway hero, a yup- bit of a kid." 
pie murderer and a schizo- A particularly unpleasant 
phrenic law student. He's also aspect of his fame surfaced 
been reported to be a bad-boy during filming when environ-
party guy who travels with a mentalists showed up to picket 
pack to nightclubs. the shooting on park property 
''The surprising thing is that in Thailand. They wore masks 
there has been no concern of Leo's face with blood-drip-
with the truth about what's ping fangs exposed. 
been written about me.'' he ''They used me as a symbol." 
says. "lt doesn't particularly he says. "In reality, we had the 
bother me. lt's just a part of permission of the Thai govern-
what I am now. I accept it.'' ment to film there and we left 
He sports a black T-shirt everything exactly as we found 
and loose-fitting jeans that he it. In fact, we hauled three tons 
wears low, with his Calvin of garbage off the island.'' 
Klein underwear worn high. At · Andrew MacDonald, the 
6 feet, he is taller than you'd producer of ''The Beach." says, 
expect. He has obviously fol- "I think we made the picture 
lowed his grandma's advice just so the world could see Leo 
and put on a few pounds. grow up. It's a film they want 
"1 worked out for four to see. And, yes, he has grown 
months before starting ''The up." 
Beach,'" he says. Director DiCaprio, an interna,tional 
Danny Boyle (creator of the commodity at age 25, doesn't 
controversial British film agree. "I don't think I've grown 
''Trainspotting'') held rehearsals up at all. I'm not sure I want to 
in which ''we were told to just grow up. It's just that, now, life 
go down to the sea, catch a fish is a lot more hectic.'' 
it is.)" 
Tori Amos sings that some 
kisses are worth giving up 
heaven for. 
"The sound of a kiss is not 
so loud as that of a cannon," 
said the American poet 
Oliver Wendell Holmes, "but 
its echo lasts a great deal 
longer." 
An echo that qm be for 
pleasure or for pain. 
• ... then I did th~ simplest 
thing in the world. I leaned 
down ... and kissed ,him." said 
American dancer and choreo-
grapher Agnes de Mille. "And 
the world cracked open." 
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USU hosted the annual Blood Letting Valentine's 
tournament Saturday. See Page 8 for details 
USU hockey club still struggling, drops third straight 
UStrs Ryan 
Froerer slides 
the puck past 
the out-
stretched 
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The Utah State University hockey 
team showed once again it is not invinci-
ble, especially with about one third of the 
team missing. 
The University of Utah came to the 
Ogden Ice Sheet Saturday night and dealt 
the Aggies their first loss to a member of 
the Rocky Mountain Collegiate Hockey 
Association by a score of 7-4. The loss 
was USU's first of the season at home 
and their third straight after opening the 
season 19-0-1. The Aggies fell to 19-3-2 
~ overall. They will be the No. 2 team in 
~ the American Collegiate Hockey 
.l: 
"' Association's Western Region going into 
! the playoffs. 
ent story as the Aggies gave up three 
goals and scored just one. USU trailed 4-3 
heading into the final period. The third 
period was virtually the same as the sec-
ond: three goals by the Utes and only 
one by the Aggies. 
Forward Aaron Burrell scored two 
goals for USU - one in the first period 
and one in the second - while team-
mates Nate Anderson and Kelly Froerer 
had one apiece. Anderson scored his goal 
less than 10 minutes after dislocating his 
shoulder in the final period 
Utah's Ryan Snow recorded a hat trick 
in leading the Utes to victory. Snow had 
three goals. one of them unassisted. 
Teammates B.]. Van Waggoner and Stu 
Hennifer had two goals apiece. 
·we·re a team," USU assistant captain 
Anderson said of his missing teammates. 
·we need all our players. Together we're 
.._ USU looked on track in the first peri-
8 od, scoring the first goal of the game and 
~ leading by a score of 2-1 after the period. 
l:liL2L2:liz22z:=::=::::=:::::::._ _____________ :t:~.2.lZ2:S::!2~d22lli2~ c'.5 The second period, however. was a differ- J11mp to J.Dss.Eage..L 
USU improves to I 0-0 
Aggies win battle of undefeateds with Long 
Beach State, run win streak to 1 o games 
AARON MORTON 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Rolling, rolling, rolling. 
The Aggies continued to 
roll right along Saturday night 
at The Pyramid, as they 
stopped Long Beach State 
University's 17-game winning 
streak with a 71-63 victory. 
Utah State University now 
sits high atop the Big West 
Conference with a 10-0 record 
and is only one victory away 
from 20 wins (19-5 overall). 
The 49ers fell to 9-1 in the 
BWC and 17-4 overall. 
·we didn't want to lose," 
center Dimitri Jorssen told 
KVNU. ·Toe whole team is 
fired up." 
Jorssen scored a career-high 
16 points in addition to 11 
rebounds. 
After trailing 6-12 about 
four minutes into the first 
half, USU went on a 16-2 run 
sparked by fast break lay-ups 
by Bernard Rock and Tony 
Brown to take the lead for 
good. The closest LBSU ~ot to 
the Aggies was four points late 
in the second half. . 
Down 13 with just under 
eight minutes to go in the 
game, the 49ers used a 7-0 
run to close to 56-50. But USU 
senior Troy Rolle countered 
with a huge 3-pointer to stall 
the 49er run. 
ing, LBSU started to foul For 
the most part it worked too. 
Jorssen, Rock and even Brown 
(who shoots over 90 percent 
from the line) went 1-for-2 
from the line but the 49ers 
started to catch up, trading a 
free-throw for a basket. 
two top scorers - would lead 
the Aggies to victory. All five 
starters scored nine points or 
more with Rolle leading the 
way with 15. 
Even the small point contri-
butions from the bench were 
key. Three minutes into the 
second half. the The final 
two minutes of 
the game took 





ately after they Game MVP·. 
inbounded the 
Aggie offense stalled 
and the 49ers hit 
back-to-back threes 
to slice the deficit to 
nine. Dion Bailey 
held off the home 
team's charge with 3-
straight buckets - all 
of them off the drive. 
ball. 
·1 thought it 
was 10 min-
utes," f orssen 





Milisa, who led 
all scorers with 
23, nailed a 3-
pointer with 
22.7 seconds 
left in the game 
that cut the 
lead to 67-63. 
Dimitri Jorssen, who 
had a career-high 16 
points arid 11 
rebotmtis. 
Key Stat: 
10-0: 11tat's USU's 
record in the Big West 
Conference. 
Turning point: 
USU went on a 16-12 
run four minutes into 
the first half to daim 
the lead for good. 
·rt was just unbe-
lievable ... how we 
made plays." Morrill 
said. 
And then when 
LBSU cut the lead to 
under double-digits 
again, back-up point 
guard Rashaun 
Thomas nailed a 3-
pointer to get the 
lead back to 12. 
"He made a huge 
shot." Morrill said. 
But the Aggies nailed the 
free-throws down the stretch: 
both Rock and Jorssen hit two 
Utah State's usual-
ly tough man-to-man defense. 
wasn't effective as LBSU 
burned the Aggies inside and 
outside, jumping to a six point 
lead. Morrill then switched to 
a zone defense, allowing them 
only two points in the next 
to ice the game. 
·we did what we had to 
do," Morrill said. "(This win) is 
a real feather in our kid's hat." 
USU showed again that the 
• 1n Big 'Nest action 
Down nine points with 
about three minutes remain- team's effort - not just one ·or Jmnp.JlLRowNG. Page 9 USU's Dan Stewart chases down a loose ball during USU's victon; over NAU on Dec. 9 at the Specfmm. 





Beam was the event to watch, as the 
Aggies had struggled to stay on earlier in 
the season, nearly giving a victory to 
Boise State University and easing the 
challenge both times they met the 
University of Utah. This time the Aggies 
didn't give anything away. 
No. 14 Brigham Young University was 
hungry to beat rival Utah State 
University after having lost both meets 
last year. But USU was starving. 
The Aggies beat the Cougars with the 
fifth highest team all-around score in 
school history, ending their streak of 
frustration with a score of 195.55, just 
enough to edge out BYUs 195.45 Friday 
night in the Spectrum. Neither team 
counted a single fall on any event. 
The coaching staff said the Aggies 
were throwing clean beam routines in 
practice, but faltering under pressure in 
meets. So the coaching staff made some 
changes to ensure beam would no 
longer get the best of USU. 
·we·ve been doing this new work out 
thing. It's a real structured work out. We 
~ had a certain n_umber of routines we 
~ had to stick as a team." said Sophomore 
~ Kirra Degener who got the momentum 
s going for the team with a solid 9.625. ·a 
§ put a lot of pressure on us." 
.· • ~ Assistant coach Mark Lee had worked 
i with the team throughout the week. 
<'.l Senior Jessica Porter credited him with 
USU's Klrra Degener struggles to keep her balance during her beam routine on Friday. helping pull the team together. 
beam thriller 
"I think our beam team is so much 
more confident now," she said. 
Senior Christy Denson not only led 
beam with a 9.875, but also won the all-
around with a 39.4 - good for the sec-
ond highest score in USU history, 
behind the record Denson set last year. 
BYU's Kim Little and Kelly Parkinson 
scored 39.275 and 39.250, respectively. 
USU Freshman Kristen Bloom got a 39.1. 
Denson has led the team all year. but 
what made the difference was the entire 
team pulling off every routine. head 
coach Ray Corn said, pointing out one 
fall would have knocked the Aggies out 
of the running. 
"Everybody stepped up a notch and 
batted home runs," Corn said. 
In the all-around, BYU was slightly 
ahead going into the final rotation, but 
the Aggies hit all six floor routines and 
didn't have to count a score lower than 
9.8. Degener opened for the Aggies on 
floor for the first time this season. She 
earned a career high 9.8 for her perfor-
mance. 
·1 was stoked to do floor," Degener 
said. 
Kristin O'dell. and Trina Ewart also 
earned career high 9.8s, and Kristen 
9.825 was her highest score ever. 
"I could've cared less who was in here 
- I wanted my team to succeed by 
learning how to finish up a meet." Corn 
said, "And the fact that it was BYU just 
made it more fun." 
The Aggies will compete at Southern 
Utah University tonight. 
Ewart's performance 
key in USU's victory . 
AARON MORTON 
Assistant Sports Editor 
If one looks at the stat 
score sheet from Friday's 
gymnastics meet where 
Brigham Young University 
and Utah State University 
faced off in the Spectrum. 
they might have a hard time 
picking the outstanding gym-
nast of the meet. 
However, if one would 
look a little deeper. the choice 
of senior co-captain Trina 
Ewart is an obvious one. 
Sure, there were a lot of 
heroes in the Aggies· dramatic 
victory: Freshman Kristen · 
Bloom cracked 39 points in 
the all around for the first 
time, Christy Denson won 
the all around, Kristen Fargo 
vaulted with a leg injury -
hitting a 9.8 on the first and 
only try. 
But Ewart's night was even 
more impressive. 
"It's an evening that she'll 
always remember," head 
coach Ray Com said. 
Ewart. a bars specialist. 
was told she would fill in on 
the floor for Erin Maguire, 
who was sick with the flu, just 
Jump to EwMI, Page 9 





USU's Kyler Overd tackles his Northern Utah opponent Sat1irday during the annual Valentine's Day Weekend Blood Letting tournament hosted by Utah State. The Aggies lost this game 15-5, but 1f}ere in a position to win. 




, There wasn't a lot of blood. but 
there was plenty of mud on the 
"' Health. Physical Education and 
.. Recreation field Saturday afternoon, 
: as an estimated 200 fans braved the 
rain and cold to watch teams from 
all over the state participate in Utah 
: State University's Blood Letting 
Rugby Tournament. 
, And the Utah State men's team 
didn't waste any time making its 
• presence known. 
' Pitted against Rocky Mountain in 
the first game of the tournament. 
: the Aggies' Chris Ralph took a blow 
early from Rocky Mountain's intimi-
dating front line. allowing the ball to 
Hssociuted 
change hands temporarily. But the 
Aggies got the ball back and 
squeezed past midfield. charging to 
Rocky Mountain's 30-yard line. That 
allowed the Aggies to strike first 
after just two minutes of play. with a 
3-point option kick from Esoa 
Toribau. 
But Rocky Mountain answered 
just minutes later and made it into 
the try zone, taking a 5-3 lead. A 
second effort by Rocky Mountain 
led them into Utah State territory, 
but the Aggies booted the ball back 
50 yards, making the visitors start 
back at their goal line . 
Rocky Mountain then plowed 
past the Aggie defense for a 55-yard 
return. And just as USU seemed to 




defensive effort with just two min-
utes left in the half allowed Utah 
State's Wayne Ngaluafe to blow past 
Rocky Mountain for a try and pro-
vide the hosts with an 8-5 lead. 
But Rocky Mountain would 
rebound. With just three minutes 
gone in the second half. Rocky 
Mountain took a 10-8 lead by mak-
ing it into the try zone for the sec-
ond time. 
The Aggies charged back and had 
a chance to win with just under a 
couple of minutes to play. but their 
series of scrums and pushes were 
held back once again by Rocky 
Mountain's defense. 
USU head coach Nev Pulotu said 
misunderstanding on the i\ggies· 
part was what cost them the game. 
He said players thought they needed 
to get the ball into the try zone for 
the win. 
"We should have kicked it." 
Pulotu said after the Aggies· 10-8 
loss. "All we had to do was kick it 
and win the game. 
Misunderstanding cost us the game. 
"That was an easy win for us," he 
said. "It was our game all the way 
through. We should have had it. We 
made a big mistake: 
And though he doesn't want to 
make excuses for his team's loss. 
Ngaluafe said the team 's efforts 
were admirable. 
"This was our first game. and we 
just tried to get the feel for each 
other," Ngaluafe said. "The other 
team was pretty good. 
·we only played 15 minutes (each 
half). It's different from the 40 min-
utes we (usually play). We ran out of 
time." 
Pulotu said he was still pleased 
with his team's performance. 
"Overall. (Rocky Mountain) are 
really strong runners. but our guys 
matched them up really well," 
Pulotu said. "They played against a 
good team." 
In their second game. the Aggies 
crushed Northern Utah 27-0. 
Also playing was Utah State's 
women's team. 
Led by Alisha Joseph's two tries, 
the Aggies were a powerhouse, easily 
taking a 29-0 win over Weber State 
Jump to 81000. Page...!L_ 
L;'PFRCft./T 
1ssues 
"hi.gh noon for hi.gher educati.on" 
A Supportive Rally for Salary Equi. ty 
Wednsday, February 16th i.n SLC 
Bus leaves USU@ 9am and returns@ 4pm 
Sign up in TSC 326 
Dan Clark Convocation 
·Thursday, February 1 7 
TSC Ballroom, 12:30 p.m. 
Free Admission 
D\N CLARK 
Governor Mi.ke Leavi.tt 
Press Conference on importance of voting 
Tuesday, February 22nd 
9 a.m., TSC Sunburst Lounge 
ASWili f ledion Open House 








TSC 3rd floor 
Want to Deal?? 
Stab needs dealers for tables at Mardi Gras! 
Meeting, TSC 3rd floor, Wednesday@ 9 p.m. 










Mountain Film Festival 
February 16th and 17th@ 7:00pm 
Kent Concert Hall 
$5-Students, $7-Non-Students 
Enter our contest to name the new ~ 
TSC customer service center!! < 
-■ The center houses... ::J 
USU Card 
lnfomation 
Tickets & more 
The winning entrant will win 
$50 on their USU Card 
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EWART 
Continued from Page 7 
minutes prior to the event. 
"That made me really ner-
vous for some reason," Ewart 
said. "because I was not expect-
ing to go.· 
Nervous or not, she pulled 
though, scoring a 9.8 on the 
floor - a career-high. That kept 
the momentum for USU and 
gave the Aggies the edge they 
needed for the 0.1 margin of 
victory. Utah State only count-
ed 9.8s or above on the final 
rotation. 
·1 felt like I had to live up to 
all these scores right before 
me," Ewart said. 
In addition to her help on 
the floor, the senior out of 
Glendale, Ariz .. had another 
dean bars routine, scoring a 
::: 9.75. She has yet to have a fall 
~ in that event this season after 
:1§ struggling last year. 
~ Despite her success, Ewart 
2 said she was surprised with the 
§ outstanding gymnast award 
:E and said there were several 
USU sophomore Laura Swank reaches for the bar during her routine 
against Brigham Young on Friday night in the Spectrum. The Aggies 
edged the Cougars and take on SUU tonight at 7 p.m. in the Spectrum. 
~ other teammates who deserved 
it. But the fellow senior co-cap-
tain, Denson backed her up. 
"She won't admit it, but she 
did awesome," Denson said. 
ROLLING 
Continued from Page 7 
eight minutes. 
"Straight man-to-man was 
not the answer," Morrill said. 
"Changing the defense worked 
for us." 
The 49ers, who prior to 
Saturday's game were No. 2 in 
the nation in field goal percent-
age, was held to just over 40 
percent. 
The Aggies turned over the 
ball more than LBSU (15-13), 
but Morrill was still happy 
because of the 49ers' reputa-
tion for racking up the steals. 
And when they did get the ball, 
USU played good transition 
defense, he added. 
Utah State will go back on 
the road Thursday to face the 
University of Nevada Reno 
before retuning to Logan to 
take on the University of the 
Pacific for the only time this 
season. The Aggies have six 
more BWC games before travel-
BLOOD 
Continued from Page 8 
University. 
Joseph credits her tries to 
the team. 
"If the support wasn't there, 
the ball wouldn't have been 
there and I wouldn't have been 
able to do that'," said Joseph. ·r 
credit that to our forward 
pack. They're doing what 
they're supposed to do and 
ing on to Reno, Nev., for the 














Hin FG FT Reh A TP 
32 4./7 2/3 7 3 10 
32 417 1/2 4 2 10 
31 5112 6/8 11 I 16 
31 217 5/6 l 2 9 
27 518 3/4 2 2 IS 
10/10/000 0 
16 113 0/0 3 0 2 
13 3/6 0/1 3 2 6 
8 0/1 0/0 0 I 0 
9 111 010 a o J 
20025/5317/24 33 13 71 
LBSU Min FG FT Reb. A TP 
Lee 32 0/5 0/0 5 2 a 
WUliams 28 5/10 0/1 8 2 10 
Millsa 38 9/15 2/4 7 4 23 
Johnson 16 0/3 0/0 o I a 
Lloyd 28 6/12 414 4 2 18 
Bryant 17 1/5 0/0 I 0 3 
o·neal 23 0/3 3/4 2 2 3 
Stone 9 0/1 010 3 0 0 
Smith 8 213 010 0 I 6 
Smalls I 0/0 0/0 0 0 0 
TOTALS 20023/S79/13 30 14 63 
3pt fG: USU 419 (Brown I /3, Rolle 2/2), 
Last) ans (Milisa J/6, Lloyd '116). 
Steals: USU 11 {Rock 5, Jorssen 3). LBSU 8 
(Johnson 2. Lloyd 2). 
Blocks: USU 2 (Jorssen 2). LBSU 5 (Milisa 3, 
Wdliams2) 
Attendance: 4,805 
doing it well. 
·we figured they're a new 
team and figured (a win) 
wouldn't be that difficult, but 
we knew if we didn't keep our 
heads in the game we could 
have easily lost the game," she 
said. "Weber's playing remark-
ably well. They kept us on our 
toes." 
USU women's head coach 
Dennis Kohler said the cold 
weather had little impact on 
the team. 
Shaq, Duncan share MVP 
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) -
Shaq showed his power and 
glimpses of finesse, too. And Tim 
Duncan was his usual long-
armed presence in the middle 
with great touch, reaching above 
the pack for inside baskets and 
stuffs. 
Who was more important for 
the West in its 137-126 All-Star 
victory over the East on Sunday? 
It was a tossup, so much so that 
Shaquille O'Neal and Duncan 
shared the MVP award in the 
49thgame. 
"Shaq·s a force to deal with 
night in and night out." Duncan 
said of his co-winner. 
"You don't see many MVP 
guys who can go inside and out-
side," O'Neal said, returning the 
praise. 
It marked just the third time 
in All-Star history there had 
been a co-MVP and first since 
1993 when Utah teammates Karl 
Malone and John Stockton 
shared the award following the 
game at Salt Lake City. 
In 1959, Elgin Baylor of 
Minneapolis and Bob Pettit of St. 
Louis were co-winners. 
O'Neal didn't even play the 
fourth quarter because he had a 
sore shoulder. Before he left, he 
showed the versatility and the 
brute strength that on many 
nights makes him unstoppable . 
Loss 
Continued from Page 7 
strong, individually we're 
weak." 
Ten USU players were 
ineligible for the game, USU 
head coach Jerry Crossley 
saiq. He said the players 
learned how important it is 
to have a full team on the 
ice. 
"We were winded," said 
Froerer. "We just ran out of 
gas." 
Froerer said the team 
usually has four lines of five 
players each that sub in to 
keep everyone fresh. 
Saturday night four lines 
were whittled down to just 
two, which led to shorter 
breaks from the ice for each 
individual. 
"It was like we were out 
there all the time," he said. 
Froerer said he couldn't 
see the loss coming. 
Crossley thought otherwise. 
He said his team wasn't 
mentally ready for the con-
test and thought some of 
that had carried over from a 
letdown after last week's 
losses to Colorado State. 
Crossley said his players 
need to be more committed 
and find a desire within 
themselves to perform. 
The Aggies played a mis-
take-prone game. Crossley 
said his team was guilty of 
bad coverage in front of the 
net and Froerer said the 
team's passing embarrassed 
him. 
Anderson thought Utah 
State was a little too hesi-
tant and lost the "little bat-
tles." 
Penalties were not as 
much of a factor on 
Saturday as they were the 
last time USU played Utah. 
This time it was the Utes 
that racked up the most 
penalty box time. USU was 
only in the box eight times 
compared with 20 the last 
time it faced the Utes. Utah 
was in the box on 15 differ-
ent occasions. 
"Hopefully this loss will 
change gears for us," said 
Froerer. 
"It's time to dig deep and 
see what we're made of: 
Anderson said. "I think 
we're winners." 
Nollia 5190 




75+250 weekend min, $19.99 
500+500 weekend min. $39.99 
800+500 weekend min. $69.99 
0 Local calling area includes Utah, Idaho, 
Colorado, Wyoming 
FREE DIGITAL PHONE! 
FREE Weekends 
FREE Caller ID** 
FREE Voice Mail** 
1st incoming minute FREE** 
Face Plates, Cases, Car Chargers $15 ea. 
FR HI $69 retail 
Annual agreement required for free 
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rings $ I 5000 
[;;: P-~ ~o;::da7Jrtd~;3~ ~:;_~;;:~:~ :d 
~ .. U,L,&lent ID together with these coupons 
to get these starving student specials for the next two 
tJB's. r------------, 
1 Buy one lunch ordinner at reau]ar 1 
: price and qet the second for 172 off/ I
I Not valid wtth othe r offers. Must have coupon. Must present I 
L USU st udent ID. Valid at Logan JB's only. £ xpires 4-7-99 . .J ------------r - - - - , 
We feel your hunger 
: Get free soup and salad bar with t e : 
1 purchage of a lunch or&nner item! 1 
I Not valid with other offers. Must have coupon Must prei:ent ( 
L USU mulent ID. Valid at Logan JB's only. Expires 4-7-99,_J 
SUN-THU 6- / 0 
FRI-SAT 6-12 






WEEKDAY BREAKFAST BAR 
$399 MON-FRI• 6AM-11AM 
f'or a quick. delic1ousjump · st.art on your da,J, order our 
All·you•can-ea t Breakfast Bar EnJoy a var1et•1 af iterM like: 
eggs. pancakes, French toast. bacon, sauso.ge and mu:h rr ~re 
~~vhE~~!~ Applications Now Being Accepted For TEXTBOOK SCHOLARSHIPS ·: 
BOOKSTORE 
H 862104.56 8 . 
• H86210456 B • : 
8 
8 
The USU Bookstore 1s now accept1r,g appl1cat1ons for eight (8) $ 300 Student Tcxt~ook 
Scholarships. One (I) deserV1ng student from EACH of L.ltah State Un versity's eight colleges w be 
awarded a scholarship. 
You may qualify for a Textbook Scholarship If you . . 
. . are currently enrolled as a Sophomore- junior-or Senior-level student at USI.J,Ab!Q 
will be attending USU dunng the Summer and/or Fall 2000 semeste~ 8b!Q 
.have NOT previously received a seholarsh1p while attending USU.~ 
.. can demonstrate academic and service excellence .
Weighted Criteria 
Participation 1n Utah State UniverSJty service 





Textbook Scholarship Appl1cat1ons may be obtained at the Bookstore lnformat1or Desk or any Dear s 
olfice Aopl1cat1gns must be returned to the Bookstore no later than 5:00 p rn or F<>brva'y 8, 20')0 
USU Bookstore management will collect and review all appl1cat1ons and 1s solely respors1b e for 
awarding Textbook Scholarships. Bookstore employees and their relatives are not eligible Textbook 
Scnolarsh1p reop ients will be notified by postal mail by March 20. 2000. Scholarships will be awardec 
at the Bookstore Honor·s Luncheon on Apnl 12. 2000. Scholarships will be available for use Suri,mer 
2000 through Spring 200 I Semesters 
Looking for a unique way to say 
·1 love you" 
This Valentine's Day? 
Instead of the old standbys of 
Flowers or Chocolates, 
Consider a memorable evening of 
Dinner and Song ~ 
The Capitol Arts Alliance is Hosting a -:: 
Prime Rib Buff et 
At the elegant Bullen Center Carousel Ballroom 
Prior to 
Gala 2000 Featuring The 5th Dimension 
on Friday. 25 February 2000 
Give that special someone tickets on Valentine's Day, 
Then enjoy the anticipation leading up to a veryrtp 
Romantic Evening. -:: 
For ticket information , call 435-752-0026 
or stop by The Ellen Eccles Theater box office at 43 South Main 
lt"s frue! 
See Life 
Exclusive provider for PEHP 
and Opticare of Utah. 
BIG WEST TOURNAMENT TRIP 
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So, you want to be a sports writer, huh? 
STATING lliE STATS / Reuben Wadsworth 
For the last year 
and a half, I have 
been looking at a 
quote in The 
Statesman office that 
says, "If you want to 
be a bum and get paid 
for it, write sports." 
Sports writing 
may seem like a dream job to many. 
Receiving pay for attending sporting 
events sounds cushy, doesn ' t it? 
I'm here to tell you that sports writing 
sometimes shapes up to be a little more 
or less than anyone bargains for. 
Watching a game is easy; it's trying to 
get somewhat relevant quotes from the 
players and coaches · when the game is 
over that can sometimes make a sports-
writer cringe. 
If you have already built a good rela-
tionship with the player or coach, inter-
viewing is a cinch. Such is the relation-
ship I have with USU hockey assistant 
captain Nate Anderson and Mountain 
Crest high school girls' basketball head 
coach Art Erickson. These two guys are a 
out for no reason. 
When I can't think of a good ques-
tion, I execute another tactic, which is 
the use of two words at the beginning of 
the first sentence, "Talk about ... " In my 
next sentence, I interject a statement 
reflecting my own assessment of a cer-
tain aspect of the game to see if the 
coach or player is thinking along the 
same lines with the hope a detailed 
explanation will follow . 
For example, after a basketball game 
in which I thought the team I was cover-
ing was forcing up shots, I said to the 
coach, "Talk about your shot selection. I 
thought at times you were forcing up 
shots and weren't passing to players that 
were open." 
While I'm using my cliche questions, 
coaches and players are reciprocating 
with cliche answers like, "We just need 
to come ready to play," or the highly 
overused , "We're just taking it one game 
at a time." 
Once in a while, however, a coach or 
a player will give you a gem of a quote , 
or one that perplexes you for months on 
end. 
What I heard in 
sportswriter's dream when it 
comes to interviews. They will 
tell you their assessment of the 
game without too many ques-
tions. Even after a loss or a response still rings 
bad game, the two of them 
can put a positive spin on 
things . They always compli-
ment teammates and players 
After the Utah State 
University basketball 
team's loss to Brigham 
Young University a little 
more than a month ago, I 
asked head coach Stew 
Morrill what I thought was 
a probing question - one 
from which I expected a 
straight answer. 
when it is deserved . 
But, on the other hand , if 
you hardly know or just met 
the player or coach being 
interviewed , either you, them 
my ears, now even 
a month later. It's 
something I'll not 
soon forget. I asked him something 
like "How does it feel to go 
0-3 against in-state oppo-
nents this year?" I was curious. I really 
wanted to know. 
or both are a little uncomfortable. 
Moments of silence, wondering and 
anticipation become the norm. 
As a sportswriter , you know you 
haven't done your job well when your 
subject answers your question with a 
question of his/her own such as "What 
do you mean?" or "I don 't understand ." 
After th is happens, clarification is need-
ed but is sometimes harder than one 
would expect. 
Asking the right questions is a must, 
but more often than not it is easier said 
than done . Even when asking what you 
think is a good question , you might not 
get the response you des ire. It' s always 
hard when a player or coach responds to 
an open-ended question with a two or 
three word answer. 
I too often find myself using cliche 
questions such as "How does it feel to 
... ?" or "How does this (win or loss) 
affect your confidence?" It's an uncon-
scious thing, I swear. Sometimes I don ' t 
ev~n realize I'm saying it. It just comes 
What I heard in response still rings in 
my ears, now even a month later. It's 
something I'll not soon forget. 
"What do you want me to do, go out 
and shoot myself?" he said. 
Hmmmm, Stew. That wasn't the 
answer I was looking for. Incidentally , I 
don ' t think Morrill was quoted for saying 
that in any articles describing the game. 
Another out-of-the-ordinary quote I 
heard recently was from Mountain Crest 
high school basketball head coach John 
Nielsen after his team defeated Roy. In 
the game, Nielsen gave significant play-
ing time to junior varsity center Seyi 
Adeyemi , who hadn 't seen much action 
before that time. Adeyemi performed 
well for an unseasoned reserve. He 
scored six points , had a few blocks and 
grabbed about four rebounds . 
I asked Nielsen if Adeyemi's perfor-
mance would warrant more playing 
time. A simple question, I thought, 
deserved a simple answer. 
"He 's moving up the food chain ," 
Nielsen responded. 
What food chain? 
While not always fortunate in receiv-
ing dignified and witty responses, I have 
a recent history of being abused at USU 
basketball games when posing as a 
sportswriter. During the game against 
Northern Arizona University on Dec. 9, 
I sat on press row and was hit by the 
game ball. That wasn't too extraordi-
nary, considering press row is court side. 
However, the very next USU game I 
attended it happened again. A ball hit 
me, but this time I was in the press box. 
I was chatting with Wade Denniston, 
the senior sports writer for The 
Statesman, over our soft drinks and pop-
corn during a time-out, when suddenly a 
mini-ball spoiled our conversation. It 
knocked my popcorn into the stands, 
then ricocheted off my chest and spilled 
Denniston 's Coke all over his notes and 
shirt. The press box erupted into laugh-
ter, which is uncharacteristic because it 
is "a working press area." Those sitting 
in the press box are encouraged to be 
quiet, but it wasn't quiet that night. 
Speaking of USU basketball, Coach 
Nielsen said his Mountain Crest team 
has emulated the Aggie's zone defense 
and it has worked well on occasion. 
Apparently USU's defense isn't the 
only thing his team emulates. 
After a recent game against Weber 
high school in which his son, starting 
center Micah Nielsen , scored more 
points than usual and grabbed a signifi-
cant number of boards , the coach said of 
his son: "He mixes it up. I think Brennan 
Ray' s his hero. " 
Micah Nielsen, like Ray, has a reputa~ 
tion for throwing elbows . He knocked 
one or two Logan players to the floor in 
a recent game against the Grizzlies. An 
elderly lady sitting behind me winced 
ever time the Mustang center subbed 
into the game. 
"He 's dangerous ," she said. 
Whenever Ray subs into any USU 
game, the crowd reacts as well - but in 
a posit[ve way . I've thoroughly enjoyed 
attending the last two Utah State home 
games as a fan because I allied myself 
with the front four rows in chanting 
"Let' s go Bruiser!" 
If you were wondering who we're 
cheering for, Brennan , it's you. 
Reuben Wadsworth is a senior from 
Bountiful. He is a sports writer for the 
Statesman, and is better known as his 
alter-ego alias "Ranger Reub." He likes 
surfing and is very tall. You can e-mail 
him at rangerreub@hotmail.com. 
WWW.STATESMAN.USU.EDU 
Log on to the Statesman 
website for the best, most 
recent information about 
USU athletics. 
Malone ends All-Star weekend holdout with 
game-day arrival, wonders what fuss is about 
1155 No. Main 
Logan• 752-2092 
OAKLAND, Calif. {.\P) -
Karl Malone ended his All-Star 
holdout and then wondered 
what all the fuss was about. 
The Utah Jazz star com-
plained his desire for a week-
end getaway with his family 
was twisted into three-day 
soap opera pitting him against 
everyone from league man-
agers to the NBA's younger 
generation players. 
"I have no battles to fight," 
Malone said Sunday. 
Malone, a two-time league 
MVP and 12-time All-Star. 
arrived hours before the 
league's showcase at the 
Oakland Coliseum Arena. 
He insisted the test of wills 
between him and NBA rulers 
and his distaste for the way 
the league is promoting its ris-
ing stars over more established 
veterans had nothing to do 
with his absence from most of 
the weekend activities. 
'Tm here . I'm going to play. 
I'm fine." said Malone, whose 
initial attempt to get out of his 
All-Star obligations by claim-
ing he had a sore back was 
rebuffed by league manage-
ment. "I just want to go in and 
break a little sweat." 
injuries . I talked to coach (Phil 
Jackson) right before the game 
and he said you can play as 
much as you want or as little 
as you want. And that's what I 
wanted to play. I talked to the 
guys on the bench and I 
enjoyed myself I knew I 
would once I got here ." 
Jackson said he honored 
Malone's request to play spar-
ingly. 
"He said, ·r don't know if 
I'm capable of more than 4-5 
minutes. I just need to make 
the appearance,"' Jackson said. 
"So we pulled him:· 
Malone, whose Jazz played 
their last game Wednesday 
before the All-Star break, said 
he and his wife and children 
spent time on their Arkansas 
ranch and he also went to 
Louisiana to see his teen-age 
son and daughter from a pre-
vious relationship play basket-
ball. 
league's rising stars. 
Malone added he learned 
Sunday he had been fined for 
missing Friday's mandatory 
media session but said he did-
n't care. 
"If I'm going to get fined so 
I can see my kids, I'll take 
that ," he said, adding later , 
"You know what? I wouldn't 
change a thing ." 
The league also had threat-
ened additional fines and a 
possible five-game suspension 
if Malone blew off the whole 
All-Star weekend. 
Utah teammate John 
Stockton, a member of the 
Western Conference all-stars, 
said he was relieved Malone 
showed up not only to bolster 
the elite squad to prevent 
what would be a damaging 
blow to the Jazz if Malone was 
suspended. 
'Tm just glad he's here ," 
Stockton said. "He's a good 
friend and it's good to share 
this event with him . I'm just 
glad this is over and he's here 
playing." 
Join the Aggies in Reno on their way 
to a Big West Championship! 
He barely did that. playing 
just three minutes and going 
scoreless in the first half and 
watching from the end of the 
bench for the rest of the game, 
won by the Western 
Conference 137-126 over the 
East. 
"And I wouldn't change a 
thing," Malone said. "I don 't 
know what the big deal is. It's 
kind of amazing. We as pro 
athletes are criticized when 
you don't do things with your 
kids or spend time with your 
family and I was trying to do 
that. It was a great opportuni -
ty for me to see my kids play 
and spend time with my kids. 
But I'm here now" 
Malone said he didn't 
watch any of All-Star 
Saturday's events, including 
the slam dunk contest won by 
budding superstar Vince 
Carter, who epitomizes the 
Maloqe never indicated in 
the days before the All-Star 
game whether he would show 
up. He declined to say if he 
thought the league might have 
handled the matter with a 
softer touch if he had been 
more definitive with his plans. 
He also declined to discuss 
his feelings toward NBA man -
agement. Trip includes: Transportation, Hotel Accomidations 
andTournament Tickets. 
only $120 
"That was fine," Malone 
said. "I've been nursing some 
1 N _ MAIN 
LOGAN 
M ON.-SAT 10•6 
753-1541 
'Tm going to do a book one 
day and it will be in there," he 
said. 
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Length should be 
limited to 350 words. 
All letters may be short-
ened, edited or rejected 
for reasons of good taste, 
redundancy or volume 
of similar letters. 
No anonymous letters 
will be published. 
Writers must sign all 
letters, witlz plwne 
number (or e-mail 
address) and student 
number clearly stated. 
Letters representing 
groups - or more than 
one !ndividual - m11St 
have a singular repre-
sentative clearly stated, 
with all nl'C£Ssary ID 
and information. 
Writers must wait 21 
days before submitting 
successive letters - no 
exceptions. 
Letters can be hand 
delivered or mailed to 
Tire Statesman in the 
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others to leave 
Normally I don't write into the 
Statesman. But after reading "Respect 
should be shown for country" and 
"Armed services protect, deserve 
respect," I felt the need to voice my opin-
ion. 
I served my country for five years as 
an active duty Marine. During that time I 
traveled around the world enjoying my 
great benefits and sipped gin on the 
beaches of four different continents. I 
also pulled refugees out of Africa and 
searched for MIA remains in Cambodia, 
flew blankets and food and water up to 
Kobe, Japan and did my best to defend 
my country and its policies all the while 
staying true to myself and my own 
moralitf 
l think I know better than most some 
of this country's problems and flaws, but 
after reading the above-mentioned let-
ters, •I have a couple of issues. 
One, I don't agree with the statement 
that "citizens being 'bombed' by us 
would gladly pay for the freedoms" we 
have. I think those people would proba-
bly more appreciate not being bombed 
than having a university. Mostly 
because it's pretty damn hard to go to 
university when people are shooting at 
you. 
Finally I have a real problem with 
both of the authors telling a person to 
leave. It is a person's responsibility, as a 
citizen of the United Sates to try to fix 
things they may feel are wrong with this 
country. Even if it's just compl~ining 
about the issues to raise awareness. I am 
glad that you both wrote in to express 
your opinions, but I have a couple of 
questions for you. What kind of country 
would we have if every time someone 
grew disenchanted or lost respect for our 
leaders they got up and left? Wher e 
would you be if every time you were dis-
satisfied you had left? What country 
would you be living in? Voice your opin-
ions, draw attentions to the problems 
and issues that you have, and maybe 
together we can make this a better coun-
try. Just don't tell me to leave. 
Mike Hansen 
Light rail research 
is research 
Matt Stevenson's letter accused me of 
being a "re nt-a-scholar " who busily 
pieces "together anecdotal information 
to support a prior conclusion under the 
guise of research." Should he wish to 
actually come by my office we can 
examine EPA, Texas Transportation 
Institute, U.S. Census, and other state 
and federal agency data to see what 
claims about sprawl can be sup.ported 
and which ones can be rejected. 
We will find that the beneficiaries of 
light rail are not poor or otherwise disad-
vantaged. Commute times for the poor 
increase wh en cities build light rail 
because buses run to the tracks, not their 
former destinations. Buses are flexible, 
rails are fixed. Buses cost far less to oper-
ate per passenger mile . Rail lines typical -
ly go from rich neighborhoods to where 
the rich work . Harvard's Taubmann 
Center reviewed all of the published data 
Monday, Feb. 14, 2000 I I 
Voices & Views 
NCMM CHOMSKY, AUTHOR.1992: 
"If we don't believe in freedom of 
expression for people we despise, we 
don 't believe in it at all." 
WELCOME! YOU'VE GOT MAIL ... 
AND TIME, PEOPLE, SPORTS ILLUSTRATED, 
MONEY, FORTUNE, ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY, 
CNN, HBO, WB, CINEMAX, TNT, TBS, TCM, 
CARTOON NETWORK, WARNER BROS., LOONEY TUNES, 
NEW LINE CINEMA, WARNER MUSIC INTERNATIONAL, 
ATLANTIC, ELEKTRA, TIME WARNER CABLE, TIME LIFE 
BOOKS, BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB, LITTLE BROWN ... 
To the 
EDITOR 
on light rail in the last several years. 
Their report concludes that rail does not 
reduce air pollution or congestion and 
has, at best, a tiny effect on sprawl. 
Stevenson's 1960s wisdom that mar-
kets are "intrinsically exploitative and 
have an abysmal record when it comes 
to managing public goods and protecting 
the public interest" is old and incorrect 
news. Environmentalists have discovered 
ways to use markets to preserve and pro-
tect the environment. Some are purchas-
ing grazing rights and retiring them. 
Others purchase water rights and leave 
the water in the stream instead of putting 





I am writing in response to David 
Bethers, and many others on campus 
who share his view regarding wearing 
blue jeans as support of gay and lesbian 
marriage. 
No one in the gay/lesbian community 
actually expects that everyone wearing 
blue jeans on Monday is making a state-
ment of support. Quite the opposite - I 
suppose that most people will get 
dressed with very little thought about 
what it may mean politically. 
However, by posting announcements, 
though they may be controversial, Pride 
Alliance is increasing public awareness. 
We are calling for the kind of awareness 
that says we are not different from any-
one else, and being such, we deserve 
equal rights. 
Whether you know it or not, we are 
your friends, your aunts and uncles, your 
brother or sister, your professors, your 
tutors, your peers and maybe even your 
parents. 
We live our lives everyday in blue 
jeans - just like everyone else on this 
campus and in this community . We pro-
foundly influence your lives for the bet-
ter as people, while the fact that we are 
homosexual plays an insignificant role in 
our relations with you. You will never 
know that we have our own families, 
with one person to whom we are happi-
ly devoted for the rest of our lives. It 
wouldn't make any difference to your 
personal life if we were able to legally 
marry our significant others. 
David, I don 't know if you are mar-
ried. It makes no difference to me. I don't 
know what color pants you are wearing, 
though I can suspect they are probably 
not blue. Bridges are burned not when 
people raise awareness and try to edu-
cate the public, but when people make 
ignorant comments about leather and 
pink (I don't judge all white males based 
on the behavior of Sen. Ted Kennedy). 
I guess my point would be that life is 
too short. Pick your battles wisely and 
make sure what you are fighting against 
really effects your everyday safety, hap-
piness and well -being. 
Lastly, please remember to smile at 
the people you walk past on Monday , no 
matter what they are wearing, because 
they are human beings who deserve 
respect. 
Rachel B. Young 
Hockey needs 
solid hits not 
cheap shots 
There is no strategy in fighting. 
When I played lacrosse (in Canada, 
played five-on-five in a hockey rink 
minus the ice-sheet, with almost identi-
cal rules to hockey except for icing and 
off-sides), I never fought. But I've nailed 
guys with clean, hard, legal hits, some" 
times knocking them out of the game. I 
never received a penalty on them. When 
I stepped back out on the floor, the other 
team avoided me because they were 
scared of getting the same thing when I 
played defense. That is strategy. 
Rarely do cheap shots hurt more than 
good, solid hits. When the other team 
gets a penalty and goes a man down, out 
comes the power play team, a good 
chance for the other team to score. 
When the coward is finally released, you 
line him up with a CLEAN, HARD check 
and drive him into next week. 
If a hockey or lacrosse player can't 
inflict pain and make the other team look 
out for him by playing legally, then they 
are wussies. And I would love to play 
against them because that is a guaran-
teed win for my team. 
I have played in many games where 
fights occurred, and they all had the 
same outcome. The team that instigated 
the fight will get penalized (heavier if 
both players are actually penalized) , and 
the other team gets a free ride during the 
power play. Now, from what I under-
stand, Utah State didn't suffer against the 
U of U due to penalties. Congrats. But 
think about what they did accomplish. If 
USU had played clean and hard, they 
still would have won. But they would 
have embarrassed the U by beating them 
clean. Instead, they did the hockey 
equivalent of beating the hell out of an 
elderly woman. The U wasn't in con-
tention, they were never in the game. But 
Utah State's valiant (tongue firmly, 
painfully in cheek) warriors went out and 
BEAT UP the very helpless U. 
Well done. Must be tough to kick a 
near-dead dog. You've done your school 
proud. 
Graham Fredrickson 





I hate to play devil's advocate espe-
cially about something like gay mar-
riages. I once sat through a lecture given 
by the ACLU on the issue. They sat and 
let us criticize homosexual marriages. 
Why can't gays marry? This was the 
question they asked us. 
One person said, "It's because they 
can't contribute to procreation." An 
ACLU member replied, " Impotent cou-
ples can't reproduce either. Does this 
mean that people who can't have kids 
can't get married?" 
Another person brought up the issue 
of tradition. Marriage is a bond between 
men and women. That same member 
quickly ate thi s comment up. She 
appealed to the tradition part of the argu-
ment. She said, "It was illegal for white 
men to marry black women, in the south 





GUEST COMMENTARY/ George H. Emert 
Everyone in Utah 
higher education is work-
ing harder and our invest-
ment in education is pay-
ing off. Utah's unprece-
dented growth and pros-
perity is our strength and 
education has gotten us 
there. Despite these 
accomplishments, state funding for higher edu-
cation has dropped during the past 10 years, 
jeopardizing one of Utah's best opportunities 
for investing in the future. 
Utah State University receives $2,342 less 
on average than other comparable research 
institutions for per-pupil spending. At the same 
time, USU brought $220,000 per faculty mem-
ber in research money to the state in 1999 - a 
total of $125 million. Clearly, higher education 
is a sound investment, even in the short term. 
Our students are doing their part to fund that 
investment. But to shift this burden onto them is 
not fair. Already our students are taking out 
more loans as an investment in their future. 
They are also willing to work more hours in 
part-time jobs to help pay for their education. 
In-state tuition and fees are $2,300 a year at 
USU - $1,000 less than the national average 
for doctorate-granting institutions. Still, it's diffi-
cult for some students to make ends meet. In 
addition to tuition and fees, students spend 
$800 a year in books and supplies and $6,800 
annually for room, board and other expenses. 
One in five students works full time while 
attending college full time. One quarter of full-
time students work 20 hours or more per week. 
More than half of all students also receive some 
sort of financia l aid, but the average student 
debt is around $12,000 by the time graduation 
rolls around. 
Despite these challenges, Utah's college stu-
dents believe strongly in the value of their edu-
cation and they are leading the charge to keep 
education as a priority. On Feb. 16 the Utah 
Council of Student Body Presidents is holding a 
"rally for education" at noon on the south steps 
of the Capitol building. 
Utah State University student body president 
Nate Anderson, who will be one of the speak-
ers at the rally, says, "Of all the places that we 
as a state might accept mediocrity, it is not in 
the classroom. We believe that we, the students 
of our generation, are the intellectual infra-
structure that will support our state in coming 
years. Just as we must hire qualified engineers 
to build our highways, it is equally imperative 
that we hire and retain top quality educators. 
We can no more allow faulty instruction than 
we can allow faulty buildings." 
Utahans have a history ot supporting educa-
tion. They invest a higher percentage of their 
tax dollars in education than in arJ but two 
other states. Utah residents pay $92 per $1,000 
of personal income for public and higher edu-
cation, 44 percent more than the national aver-
age of $64 per $1,000. 
That is an impressive number until you con-
sider that these are dollars spent to educate 
children in a state with the highest birthrate and 
largest families in the nation. This means that 
already thin dollars are being stretched even 
thinner since Utah taxpayers are paying to edu-
cate more students than the national average. 
We can address our high birthrate and large 
crop of young people as an opportunity or a 
burden. If we consider our children an invest-
ment in the future, then education needs to be 
our investment in the future of these children. 
Yet, during the past 10 years how committed 
have we been to this investment? Complacent, 
at best, considering that higher education is get-
ting a decreasing share of tax dollars earmarked 
for education. State funding per full -time equiv-
alent student at the state universities has actual-
ly decreased 25 percent over the past decade. 
The Utah System of Higher education is one 
of the most efficient in the country, but it can 
only stretch dollars so far. While USU receives 
substantially less per full -time student equiva-
lent from state and local funding than similar 
Carnegie Research I institutions, we continue to 
bring in significantly more in research grants 
whi ch help fuel Utah's economy. 
We have the youngest and one of the fastest 
growing populations in the country. This makes 
us an attractive work and investment climate, 
but it continues to put pressure on our educa-
tional facilities from kindergarten through col-
lege. The large, youthful population that may 
now seem like a tax burden is the future of 
Utah's continued prosperity and quality of life. 
Their hard work now may end up supporting us 
in retirement. 
There is no way around it. The cost of edu-
cation is high for everyone involved. But if we 
intend to meet the challenge of the new centu-
ry we have to look at education as an invest-
ment rather than a cost. It is an investment that 
is less risky than the stock market and certainly 
pays a higher return than any money market 
fund these days. 
Statistics from the Higher Education and 
National Affairs report state that college gradu-
ates' earnings have increased by 8 percent in 
real terms over the past 20 years, while wages 
/.limp to furuRL Page 12 
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week at USU 
•TRUCKS • MINOR TUNE-UPS 
• SHOCKS & STRUTS • BRAKES Soc1AL. CALENDARING WITH ANN 
I Ann Bluemlein 10% Student Discount on Parts 
- 753-7470 I VISA l 
0 en Mon-Fri 8-5 • Sat 8-1 :30 601 N MAIN • LOGAN 
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For those of you 
celebrating Salute to 
Singles Day today -
who l ikes all that 
blucky love stuff any-
way? (However for 
any of you hot men 




~- WELCOME BACK AGGIES 
· j 1 
~ 6~~ Special Student ~ I'm sure you all will be excited to hear that although the thesis is technically 
WRITTEN, some bookkeeping details have 
come up - like this 15-credit language 
requirement. Bonjour, ca va bien? 
. ~ ;f1 \6B~i~gerland prices on Glasses ~ 
~ V1s1on Center .__......,...;;;...;= ~ Are you a SNAG? ~ · and Contact Lenses ~ 
~ 752-3937(EYES) ,_. • ! Anyway, lots of stuff th is week. Plan something. Just think - it's a three day 
weekend week! Ponder how you can 
improve yourself this week. 
SUGHTY OFF CENTER/ Dennis Hinkamp 
~ Ey~byHART@aol.com • ~ 
~ k 
How's your 
Valentine's Day going 
thus far? Like every-
thing else cool, inane 
or trendy, it has taken 
a bit longer for the 
Sensitive New Age 
Guy (SNAG) move-
ment to reach this part 
former drug-soaked, ear-splitting, blood-
spitting rock bands "are a much better 
forum for the true meaning of their lyrics." 
Monday - Wear black to celebrate 
Salute to.·Singles Day. ~ D R- h rd W H rt Located between ~ :·· r. IC a . a WalMart and the Sports Academy ::j' 
5) You never use the word "chick" or 
"hooters" unless it is in reference to the 
birds, and even then only if they are free-
range or spotted. 
Head to the Fine Arts building and check 
out the Interior Design Department's dis-
plays. Plan your future house. Free. 
~ Optometrist 187 E. 1600 N., North Logan ~: 
j~ {Formerty at Standard Optical) M-F 9:COam-5:30pm, Sat. 9am-, pm ~! 
~-:... .......... · - .. ,:....,....:,.0.' ,:-:- •,- .. ;. - ... ;-;;_,..;--;: __ ;.__,:..,-.·_-;__·;...---:::....J. Interested in singing opera? Apply for the 
Utah Opera Chorus - e-mail dougk@uta-
hopera.org. 
of the country. After all, most people 
moved to the West to get away from the 
androgynous decay and gender cold war 
stalemate that clouds the rest of the coun-
try. 
Not so much the skinny wimp, the 
SNAG is the target audience for cotton 
Dockers. He is likely to be someone who 
drinks espresso after working out on his 
Bow-flex machine. He may still want to 
hold Cindy Crawford hostage for a week-
end, but he keeps it to himself. SNAGs are 
popping up all over the West faster than 
Wal-Mart franchises. 
Check this list and see if you or a loved 
one has been affected. Early warning signs 
of being a SNAG are: 
1) Have you said "you look like you 
could use a hug" or used the word "snug-
gle" in the last week? 
2) Are you so conscious of being polite 
that you find yourself saying "excuse me" 
even when you walk into mail boxes and 
parked cars? 
3) Have you ever described your clothes 
as "fun?" (as in "this is really a fun tie, don't 
you think?") or borrowed an item of cloth-
ing from your father to wear in public? 
6) You named your drooling, hairy 
couch-hound or fur-spitting feline after a 
famous impressionist painter. 
7) You breathe a sigh of relief when you 
approach one of those automatic opening 
doors because heading towards a manual 
door with a woman throws you into emo-
fional grid-lock. Do I open it for her to be 
polite? Is opening it for her condescending? 
Should I allow her to open it for me? What 
about the door, does it have feelings too? 
8) You traded your pick up truck for a 
"sports utility vehicle." 
9) You are confused by your conflicting 
impulses. You know that president Clinton 
was guilty, but you'd still like to know 
where he was able to buy Cuban cigars 
legally. Or, wh ile watching "Baywatch" 
reruns you suddenly feel compelled to 
write a letter to the TV station complaining 
about their improper representation of CPR. 
10) You are starting to use these words 
interchangeably: mow the lawn/landscape; 
fix stuff/carpentry; move stuff/r.emodeling; 
coffee/espresso; spaghetti/pasta; 
movies/films ; Playboy magazine/sexist 
exploitive trash; nude photography 
books/artistic rendering of the female form. 
Tuesday - Poet? The Cache Valley 
Utah State Poetry people are meeting at 
7:30 p.m. in the Logan Library. Go and be 
creative. You might come up with some 
poetry for the event Saturday (look down 
there). 
Consider this for today or for later in the 
week. Go out to breakfast with a friend. 
Most places have cheap breakfast food dur-
ing the week and this is a good chance to 
eat good and catch up with a fr iend. 
Wednesday - Banff Film Festival 
about winter stuff. It's $5 with ID (in the 
Kent Concert Hall ) but I was actually sorry 
I did not go last year after hearing all the 
rave reviews. Also on Thursday. 
Interested in Chinese Herbal healing? 
Lecture at 7:30 p.m. at Comfort Inn on 
Ma in Street. Free. 
Thursday - Possibly talk to Tom 
Brokaw. Head to the Sci Tech lecture room 
at 6:30 p.m. for the evening news and then 
a discussion with station big-wigs on the 
future of journalism. They are talking to col-
lege students across the nation. 
Trio Con Brio concert at 8 p.m. in Eccles 
Conference Center. Free with ID. Go and 
learn something about a new type of music. 
Surprise Your Valentine ... 4) You think those unplugged CDs by 
Dennis Hinkamp's column appears every 
Monday in The Utah Statesman. Our Town - a classic play - starts 
tonight and runs Friday and Saturday at 8 
p.m. in Morgan Theater. Free, but you need 
a ticket. Sometimes they sell out at the 
door. 
:I _f. _, 
~ 
.. with Diamond Earrings 
prices starting at $99.00 
LEITERS 
Continued from Page 11 
50 years ago. Does this mean we should 
never change existing traditions?" 
Early evidence supports the claim that 
children in homosexual families are doing 
well if not better in school than other kids. 
· · What is the argument then? Most people 
like to appeal to their religion as a means to 
Blue jeans day for 
free press not 
awareness 
We are writing in regards to the "sup-
posed" issue brought forth by the Pride 
Alliance group, "wear blue jeans cam-
paign." 
We have come to the conclusion that 
the Pride Alliance is not increasing 
awareness, but are merely causing a 
controversy to gain free press. 
Friday- If you are interested in Ecuador 
go to this free lecture and slide show at 
7:30 p.m. at Chapter Two Books on Main 
Street. 
Interested in Forestry? Logger's ball with 
dinner at 6 p.m. Call 797-2448 for details. 
There will be game meat dishes to sample. 
Gymnastic meet at Spectrum at 7 p.m. 
Go and cheer a bunch. 
Swing dance at 8:30 p.m. in Taggart 
Student Center Ballroom to support 
Operation Smile, helping kids who need 
surgery. Cost is $3, but it's for a good cause. 
Also available, Pearl Earring Studs for $29 oo 
;; fight this beast. Unfortunately religion can't 
help in the fight against gay marriages. They 
also overlook the fact that the institution of 
marriage is often a religious ceremony but is 
acknowledged by law, this means it is sub-
ject to the separation of church and state. It 
is assumed that to be married it must be 
done under God. How would an atheist get 
married then? 
Some see homosexual marriages as a 
defeat of their moral principle. They need to 
get a grip ... on reality. I think we need to 
prepare ourselves for our new gay neigh-
Blue jeans are articles of clothing 
worn everyday by most people. The 
statement by the Alliance to wear blue 
jeans in support of the "sup posed" 
increased awareness of gays and les-
bians is an ignorant idea that will bring 
nothing but negative awareness. This is 
a very pitiful attempt to make it appear 
there is more support than there really 
is. 
Saturday - Poetry and a Beverage, TSC 
Skyroom. Starts at 8:30 p.m., get there early 
for good seats and games. Bring poetry and 
a lot of friends. Free but must have ticket 
and they go fast. 
Sunday - Music department orchestra 
concert at 7:30 p.m. in Kent. Free! 
' . ·• 
- ! I 
bors. It is only a matter of time before every 
state has laws governing this. 
Monday - Sleep in. Eat good. Look at 
homework. Call some friends. Play. 
Tuesday - Go to Monday classes then 
hurry home and do your homework for 
Wednesday classes on Wednesday (is this a 
weird deal or what?) 
Store Hoix• 
Mon• Fri 9:30 • 8:00 
Sat 1il 6:00 
141 N. Main 
752~7149 I 
Middle of the Block, at 
the Sign of lhe Clock 
In conclusion I think homosexual 
alliances should stop acting childish! Trying 
to get attention was something we did in 
fourth grade. Pictures of naked men in the 
entrances to our establishments can't 
resolve this peacefully. 
We declare Friday as Straight Day . All 
those wearing book bags or backpacks 
are in direct support of being straight 
"whether they know it or not. " Ann Bluemlein is a graduate student in 
the Communication Deptartment who is 
going to Las Vegas this weekend. To wish her 




GET YOUR COMPUTER TODA\'! 
Have Your New $699 Computer Ready 
Within 1 Hour Of Purchase Or You Get 
An AdditiOllal $15 Off. Ask For Detailo;. 
I- - ---- --- -- I 
I STUDENT DISCOUNT I 
I COUPON I 
1 $50 OFF I 
I ANY NEW SYSTEM 1 
I I 
I lNot valid witlt an} other discOWtts. I 
I Coupon must be prescmed prior to I 
purchase Coupon vahd for 





Intel® Pentium™ II 433 MHz 
32 MB SDRAM Memory 
HU GB ULTRA DMA Hard Drive 
52X CD-Rom/Sound Card/Speakers 
l 0/ l 00 Network Ca.rd 
56k V. 90 Internet Ready Modem 
15" .28 Color SVGA Monitor 
Windows 95 w/ Guide 




Lowest Prices On Parts, 




Vour Own Monitor & Take OfT$110 
•ISCOUNT C0~1PUTERS 
(:enter & Main .... Logan 
( 435) 713-4661 
-....rww discounted.net 
·, - . 
FUTURE 
Continued from Page 11 
for high school graduates with-
out a college education have 
declined . When earnings were 
adjusted for inflation, average 
earnings of workers with a high 
schoof diploma fell from 
$24,241 in 1977 to $23,250 in 
1997. Over the same 20-year 
period, average earnings of 
those with bachelor's degrees 
rose from $38,210 in 1977 to 
$41,106 in 1997. For workers 
with advanced degrees, aver-
age wages went from $51,308 
in 1977 to $64,210 in 1997. 
In South Carolina, Clemson 
economics professor Curt 
Simon released a report this 
spring on the value of a college 
education. "The Market for 
College Graduates in South 
Carolina" concluded that the 
return on a four-year degree 
compares favorably with long-
term return on alternative 
investments, such as stocks and 
bonds, and has lower levels of 
risk than stocks. The study 
found the median income of a 
four-year college graduate in 
the Carolinas is 60-65 percent 
higher than the median income 
of a high school graduate. 
We are proud of USU's fac-
' 
Best Service • Best Price 
~TA~ 
~to Repair-~ 
Sales • Service • Parts• Rebuilds 
Foreign Car Specialists 
Al1r d Phone & Fax Al1r d Greg e 752 _1246 Laren · e 
502 w. 1400 N. • Logan , Utah 84321 
Serving USU Students Since 1972 
' her at slzk7@c.usu.edu. 
ulty. USU has had the Carnegie 
teacher of the year four years in 
a row. Faculty research is 
nationally recognized , and 
USU Extension is bringing off-
campus education within reach 
of every community in Utah. 
We expect more great things in 
the future. 
The Utah Council of Student 
Body Presidents plans to hand 
out 500 signs that read "H ire 
Education" at the Feb. 16 rally . 
I encourage all Utahans to keep 
investing in education and the 
future of our great state. 
George H. Emert is president of 
Utah State University. 
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L:lassified advMising deadlines are one working 
day pnor to the day publication is desired at 1 o 
a.m. Cost per submission is 10 cents per word 
$1 m1rnmum. Reduced rates for quantity 
1nsert1ons are available. Commercial rates vary 
depend,ng on frequency. VISA, MasterCard 
and Aggie Express are also accepted for 
payme_nt. Use 797-3359 to place phone ads. 
Advertisers hould carefully reaJJ .the classified 
ad form, TSC 319. The Utah Statesll)lln 
reserves the right to refuse any ad. display, or 
classified. The Utah Statesman disclaims afl 
hab,hty for any damage suHered as a result of 
-any advertisement in this newspaper. 
TheStatesman has authority to ed t 
and locate any classified advertisement as 
deemed appropriate. 
HELP WANTED 
S1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars 
For info call 203-977-1720 · 
$6000 per month processing ovt. mortgage re-
funds from home No experience necessary 1-
888-649-3435 ext 104 
Earn a Substanlial income helping me run my 
travel business! Call Jared 787-1727 or Dan 
792-3854 
• Make tip to $2000 in one week motivated stu-
dent groups needed. For marketing proJect. Call 
Heather 1-800•357-9009 for details. 
Need: 29 people to lose 5-100 lbs' 









Saturday Feb. 26 
10 am to 5 pm 
USU Student Center 
Free Admission 
Free Terrace Parking 
Fashion Shows 
J?e,.. 11:00, 12:00, 1:00, 2:00, 3:oo & 4:oo 
di.Ste, 




11 :00 & 3:00 Leven's Bridal Loft 
12:00 & 2:00 Lynette's Bridal 
I :00 & 4:00 Avonlea Boutique 
12:30 & 3:30 Petals & Promises 
Over 100 Businesses 
With Over 45 Displays 
Free Wedding Guide 
money to test market a new weight loss product. 
1-888-200-1335 for details 
Wanted motivated professional who would like 
to earn extra income. up front bonuses and 
1esidua1 pay. Call Shea 787-9400. 
SUMMER JOBS 
Mother helper needed, May 1 througn Sept. 1, 
Salt Lake City area, 5 children, 8:30 am to 5:30 
pm Monday through Saturday. Need your own 
lransportation. Salary negotiable. References 
necessary. Contact Karen 801-916-1836 for 
more infonmation. 
Summer Camp Counselors Wanted. Friendly 
Pines Camp, in the cool pines of northern 
Arizona, s hiring staff for the 2000 season. May 
28th · July 30th. Will interview on campus 1n 
February. Camp offers instruction in horseback 
riding, waterskiing, climbing, fishing, crafts, 
sports, animal care, archery, performing arts, 
and more. For appl./info call 520/445-2128 or 
email us at info@friendlyp,nescom. V,stt our 
web site www.friendlypines.com. 
SUMMER JOBS 
FEMALE AND MALE COUNSELORS NEEDED 
FOR TOP 
CHI LORENS CAMP fN MAINE 
TOP SALARY, ROOM/BOARDiLAUNDRY, 
CLOTHING &TRAVEL ALLOWANCE 
PROVIDED. MUST LOVE CHILDREN AND 
HAVE SKILL IN ONE OR MORE OF THE 
FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES: ARCH-
ERY, ARTS & CRAFTS (CERAMICS, STAINED 
GLASS, JEWELRY), BASKETBALL, 
CANOEING, KAYAKING, DANCE (TAP, 
POINTE, & JAZZ), FIELD HOCKEY, GOLF, 
GYMNASTICS (INSTRUCTORS & QUALIFIED 
SPOTTERS). HORSEBACK RIDING/ENGLISH 
HUNT SEAT, LACROSSE, DIGI-
TAL PHOTOGRAPHY, VIDEOGRAPHER 
PIANO ACCOMPANIST, PIONEERING1CAMP 
CRAFT, ROPES (CHALLENGE COURSE. 25 
STATIONS), SA/UNG SOCCER, SOFTBALL, 
TENNIS, THEATRE. THEATRE TECHNICIANS 
(SET DESIGN, COSTUMER), TRACK & FIELD, 
VOLLEYBALL, WATERSKIING (SLALOM, 
TRICK, BAREFOOT, JUMPING) W.SJ/SWIM 
INSTRUCTORS, WIND-SURFING. AND ALSO 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR NURSES. HTML/WEB 
DESIGN AND SECRETARIES. 
CAMP VEGA FOR GIRLS! COME SEE US' 
www.campvega.com 
CALL 1-800-838·VEGA 
We will be on your campus Februaiy 28, 2000 
Taggert Student Center, Room 335 
INTERVIEWS AND INFORMATION 
FROM 10 AM 4PM 
THE PERFECT SUMMER JOB 
EARN $10,300 +
Get paid what you are worth helping families get 
the 
Living Scripture Videos. No door to door, work 
wtth 
referrals. Earn free tnp to Bahamas, free tutt1on. 
We even help pay for rent dunng the summer. If 
The ultimate source for Utah State Aggie sports fans 
News · Chat rooms · Message boards · Stats 
Instant polls· Hot links • and more 
Plus a chance to win as much as $1 million 
"Is that your final answer?" 
you 
DAVE'S WORl.D / Dave Barry 
REGIS Pl IILBII\J: 
Welcome to "Who 
Wants To Be a 
Millionaire," the dra-
matic hit quiz show 
that has all America on 
the edge of its seat 
wondering how, 
exactly, I became 
famous in the first 
. . . . place. Let's get started 
with some ImtatIng theme music! 
MUSIC: BOM BOM BOM BOMMM! 
REGIS: To select our first contestant 
we're going to ask our 10 finalists to rank 
these four things in the order of how much 
you would not want to have them inserted 
de~p into your ear: (A) A lima bean; (B) A 
spider; (C) A harmonica; (D) Rosie 
O'Donnell. 
MUSIC: DEEDEEDEEDEEDEEDEE 
FINALISTS (shouting over the music): Did 
you say "ear" or "rear"? 
REGIS: Too late! The correct answer is: 
"(E) ll depends on whal kind of spider." Our 
winner is ... Walter Gweemble of Toledo 
Ohio! Come on ,out here, Walter! ' 
(Walter runs out and shakes hands vio-
lently with Regis.) 
REGIS: So Walter, tell us about yourself. 
WALTER: Well, Regis, I'm ... 
REGIS: Nobody cares, Walter. What 
loved one _have you brought along so that 
we can heighten the drama by showing his 
or her reaction as tension mounts? 
WALTER: RPgis, I brought my dog, 
Boomer. (Boomer wags his tail.) 




REGIS: Here we go. For $100, which of 
the following letters is NOT really a letter? 
(A) 'A"; (B) '1B '; (C) ''C"; or (D) The Grand 
Canyon. 
MUSIC: AAAAAAAAAAAOOOOOOO 
(Walter frowns with deep concentration.) 
MUSIC: OOOOOOOO[[[U[EEEE 
REGIS: God, this is dramatic, isn't it? (The 
reaction camera shows Boomer, who is 
engaged in an act of personal hygiene.) 
MUSIC: OOOOOOOAAAAAAAAAAA 
WALTER: Regis, I am just not sure what 
the answer is. But I am really getting off on 
are ambitious, hard working, and teachable, 
please 
to campus NS,ND,NP 752-2466 
call Jared @ 750-5612. 
calling you Regis, Regis. 
REG_IS:. As you know, Walter, you have 
three lifelines: You can poll the audience; 
you ran make a phone call; or you can have 
me shout the correct answer out loud, like 
this: "IT'S 'D,' YOU MORON!" 
WALTER: Regis, I'm going to call my 
mother. 
REGIS: We're getting her on the line now. 
(Sound of phone ringing.) 
WALTERS MOTHER: Hello? 
REGIS: Mrs. Gweemble, this is Regis 
Philbin, with ABC's "Who Wants To Be a 
Millionaire"! 
WALTER'S MOTHER: I told you damn 
people a million times, we don't want MCI. 
WALTER: Mom! It's me! Walter! 
WALHR'S MOTHER: Walter? 
WALTER: Yes! 
WALTER'S MOTHER: You call your 
mother DURING 'THE X-FILES'?? (click) 
WALTER: Mom? 
REGIS: Walter, please give your final 
ans_wer, so I can ask you if your final answer 
Is In fact your final answer. I get paid 
$25,000 for every time I say "final answer." 
MUSIC: OOOOOOOOEEEEEEEEEE 
WALTER: Gosh, Regis, I just don't... (He 
looks over at Boomer, who is drawing a "D" 
on the floor with his paw.) Regis, I'm going 
to say ... "D." 
REGIS: Is that your final answer? Final 
answer? Final answer? 
WALTER: Regis, yes. 
REGIS: "D" is correct! You've won $100! 
MUSIC: BOM BOM BOM BA-DOMMM-
MM 
(Walter collapses. The audience cheers 
wildly. Boomer makes the Weewee of 
Triumph on the studio floor.) 
REGIS: Whew! Talk about drama! Only 
14 more questions to go for a MILLION 
DOLLARS! Are you nervous, Walter? 
WALTER: Well, Regis, I. .. 
REqIs: Shut up. Your next question, for 
$200, Is: How many legs are there on a stan-
dard cow? (A) None; (B) One; (C) More than 
one; (D) The Grand Canyon. 
MUSIC: OOOOOOOOEEEEEEEEE 
REMOTE CONTROL: Click. 
Dave Barry is a humor columnist for the 
Miami Herald. Write to him c/o The Miami 
Herald, One Herald Plaza, Miami FL 33132. 
TRAVEL 
FOR SALE 
17" monitor KDS, color display with resolutions 
up to 1280 X 1024 
Roommates wanted! 2 female single rooms 
available at Oakridge. Ut lilies included Rent is 
cheap1 Call Janna 713-6313. 
EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT 
Europe $448 (r/t + taxes! 
TRAVEL ANYTIME IN 2000!! 
Hawaii $129 (o/w) 
Mexico/Caribbean S189 (r/t + taxes) 
Call: 800·834-9192 
www.airhitch.org 
support for graphic cards with VESA 
(ODS) adjustable interface 
supports EPA, NUTEK NB. VESA $260, tel. 
760-0659 
2000 Chevrolet Cavalier Z24 
Red convertible, CD, alloy wheels 
One sweet nde. $18,500 tel. 760-0659 
Jalculator Hewlett Packard had held 12-C, Call 
,62-5888 after 5 pm. Also grandfather clock. 
CARS & TRUCKS 
Subaru wagon for sale '86, 4 wd power every-
thing, very clean great cond11ion 140K miles. 
Great for skiing! S2000 obo Call Mandy 752-
6138 
LOST&FOUND 
FOUND small white pood,e in Benson area 2/8. 
Please call 258-4578. 
FOR RENT 
1 bedroom wrth walk-in closet. Large rooms. 
Close to USU. No smok ng/pets. Available 
March 1. S350/mo, heat in~iuded. $340 deposit. 
Call 755-2993 
2 bedroom apt utilities included 3 blocks from 
USU NS, ND, NP, $500 Cal 787-9772 
Applications being accepted for summer/school 
year 2000. Close to campus. private bdrm. mgr. 
at Brooklare, 645 East 900 North #1, 752-4824. 
Do you know where you are living this summer? 
Cambndge Court Apartment offers heated pool, 
1acuzz1 and many olher benefits. For only $390 
per person. Call 753·8288 or come see us at 
590 CanyonRoad #1 orwww.cambridgecourt.net 
GREAT BARGAIN! $395 summer $1995 nextt 
school year. Private bedroom • mgr. at Forest 
Gate West. 460 North 400 East #40, 752-1642. 
Housemate Wanted: Share 2 bdrm home. Ho· 
tublb,g screen Iv.NS, NP. $275/month + 1/2 util-
11 es. Tim 753-1987 
Male roommate needed for private room at Oak-
ridge. Cheap Rent1 Includes u:11,t,es Ca I Janna 
713-6313 
Married students 1-bedroom furn Available 
now and summer/fall: also single housing next 
or All Your Insurance Needs, 
Including Student Health 
. 'I 0$1:tCar:,ce 
Valley View 
APartments 
Now accepting rent for 
Summer and Fall 2000 
Call 
787-2100 
Storage units 6X12, and 12X24 fenced w~ocked 
gate. good rates. J&K Storage 753-0653 
Studio Apartment fot 1 or 2. $400 include uti!-
lies, reslnct,ons appiy. '535 East 400 North, 750-
5056 
Why rent when you can own Yorl<sh1re Village 
Town homes, 2 & 3 bedroom homes. 1 & 2 car 
garage, first lime buyers program available. 
Model 
home at 1800 North 300 West, Logan, or call 
755-6699. www.yorkshireviffage.com 
SERVICES 
AUDIO RESTORATION & CD RECORDINGS 
SPECTRA DESIGN & SOUND 
Have All Your Cassettes/8 tracks/LP's & DAT's 
Digilally Transferred to Compact Discs. We 
Offer the BEST SOUND QUALITY Available in 
Utah With Sonic Solutions No Noise & CD Pre-
Mastenng. PROFESSIONAL STUDIO 
EQUIPMENT /4~ 
Cassette/LP to CD=$25 Sf:~,,J 
D1g1tal Audio Tape to CD=$30 \ ·~:P 
45-78 rpm LP's/8track/Reel to Reel ,.,,. ·. 7 
to CD= $35 
All duplicate copies $1 O each. 
INSTRUCTION 
Blue Water Scuba of J:Qgan~n's official 
air station. We can take careofalf your-~ 
needs. Sales, rentals, and instructions. Classes 
are year round, you can be certified in just two 
weekends! Group rates available. For more 
info. call 752-1793. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Fraternities - Sororities 
Clubs • Student Groups 
Student organizations earn $1000-$2,000 with 
the easy campusfundraiser.com three hour 
fundrais1ng event. No sales required. 
Fundra s,ng dates are filling quickly, so call 




Career Fair.Com What is that? Come to the Ca-
reer Fair on the 2nd floor of the Taggart Student 
Center from 9-3 on Wednesday, March 1st. 
For More Information Call Dave @ 770-2345 or 
Email webmaster@spectradesign.com (Serving 
Cache Valley Since 1976 
Don't be a "pok-e-mon" come to the Career Fa,r 
on the 2nd floor of the Taggart Student Center 
- ----------- from 9·3 on Wednesday, March 1st. 
f:::.s ~~:~e~e;~~~:~~ure~n~f :i:~;~:'~~5d 
alternators. We have our own tow truck. Call 




For info on the following homes call 
our property hotlirre l-!188-400-9130, 
Sweetheart wedding gown with beautiful bead h 
work for sale. Size 4, Temple ready. $275 Call t en dial the following home codes: 
755-2993 
JEWELRY 
#6005 • Affordable 
housing at it's finest. 
Nice rural setting. 
Certified JC Millennium cut diamonds. 88 WI IY RENT?? 
facets Call Joel Nelson collect in SLC 801 ·278-
5230\ jnelson@br.state.utus 
116023-GREAT ~ 
LOCATION, within J 
walking distance of • 
lJSU This house has 
plenty of potential. ' 
FREE REPORT! 
Call our 24 hr infoline 1800-421-6359 
#1103 for"6 things you should know 
before you buy" 
#1101 for "how to stop paying rent 








BOOKSTORE M,..Q.M Gold Key 
Really, Inc. 
Ke.,e,p it R.£,al Pv-odve,tion<; 
i~ pr-ovJ to pr-c.<(',nt hip--hop n~t (',4 Thwv.l"'/ n~ t 
~ k-j ~ni~ f 'd, Y'va"l 17, 2000 
c,P'v~~ Be.no'~ Ni&i+ c..tvt> 
~\<1' ')') i:;.at;+ 1 'tOO nor-th • L-c~n, u+ 
• ')pm to 
Mc:.n, no hat~, 
c.-ollar-c:.d ~hirt~ arc:. "!:f'il'c:.d. 1.-adi~, dr-~~ to impr-~ ~-
• ; P J~ aftentafi~ week.da1 P J NIK, P J Vz. and 
p J C-<>rriffalc.e-
STATESMAN OFFICE: I_..... Ick RICH MOYER 
797-1775 FAX: 797-1760 """'II 
■ MORE COMICS INSIDE! 
!ffl:Wa,W:"Sll~l's\J~ffll!.m~esSW~ffl:im·;ll!lS~~ili!~ili!:i~.~liild!m~W'™im'--'l••'-·,,.fjli'·•••~~·'acJLBJLl!D~;tll! ~~--------- ~=--~~---r: T'""---------, 
Monday, Februaiy 14 
XThe Annual Interior 
Design Senior Exhibit will 
be held Feb. 14 through 
25. Come view the unique 
work completed over the 
last four years. Tippetts 
Gallery, Fine Arts Center. 
XBusiness Council is hav-
ing a clubs and grub. 
Soup and a bun for $1. 
Learn about business 
clubs while eating some 
cheap grub. 11:30 a.m 
Business Bldg. 
Tuesday, Februaiy 15 
XReligion in Life, Stephen 
K. Iba, 12:30 p.m., 
Institute 
other topics, 3:30 to 4:30 
p.m., ECC Room 305. 
XCraig Adams of Merrill 
Lynch will speak on 
financial planning and 
Wednesday, Februaiy 16 
XBlackjack dealers want-
ed for STAB activity, 
Meeting 9 p.m., TSC 3rd 
floor, info. 797-2912. 
F. Y.I. 
• Additional hours for the Academic Resource Center Drop 
in Math tutoring Monday through Thursday 6 to 9 p.m.. 
TSC Room 304A. Stop by for a complete list of other tutor 
times. 
• Qaig Adams of Merrill Lynch will speak on financial plan-
ning and other topics. Feb. 14. 3:30 to 4:30 p.m.. ECC 305. 
Everyone welcome, free and refreshments afterwards spon-
sored by Financial Planning Student Association. 
• Body Awareness Fair, Feb. 18, 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 pm. 
International Lounge TSC Eating disorder screening, nutri-
ent analysis. three massage therapists. Speaker Cynthia 
Allen "Media and the Body Image·, 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. 
•Operation Smile SWing Dance with a live band. Feb. 18. 
8:30 p.m. TSC Ballroom. $3. 
• International Banquet is coming! Feb. 26. 6 p.m., TSC 
Ballroom. Everyone is invited. Come and enjoy foods from 
all cultures and performances. Tickets at TSC card office or 
Spectrum ticket office. 
• Applications for the 2000/01 reentiy financial assistance 
from the USU Women's Center are now available. 
Undergraduate reentry women and men with a five year 
gap in their education and a minimum 2.5 GPA are eligible. 
Contact Women·s Center. TSC Room 310 or 797-1728 
Former recipients are eligible. 
• 2000/01 Graduate Reentiy Women Schol.mhip applica-
II Washington Mutual 
tions USU Women's Center. Must have a 5 year gap 
between undergraduate degree and entering gradu-
ate school For details,qontact 797-1728. TSC 310. 
• Workshop "How to Set Up and Operate a Small 
Business,· Feb. 15 & 16. 7 to 10 p.m. Bridgerland 
Applied Technology Center, 1301 N. 600 West 
Room 911. 
• Wilderness First Responder C'.Olme May 9 through 
18. Upon successful completion of practical and writ-
ten exams you will receive a two year SOW 
Wilderness First Responder certification and a two 
year American Heart Assoc. Heartsaver CPR certifi-
cation. Contact Sonya 797-0462 or ECC Room 103. 
•Cache Anglers annual banquet February 17. 
Copper Mill Convention Center, 55 N. Main St., 6:30 
to 9 p.m. Jack Dennis, prominent author, fly angler, 
and lecturer will speak 
· • Cache Valley Soccer Referee Association is looking 
for new referees. A new referee clinic will be held in 
USU EDUC Room 282, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday 
and Feb. 19. Contact Hal Potter for more informa-
tion at 753-7664. 
• La Leche League is a breast feeding support group 
that has been around for years. Bring the kids to 
play! You don't need to be nursing right now to 
come. The topic for February is "Take a Holiday 
From .... ", We meet the second Friday and fourth 
Tuesday of every month. Come join us Tuesday. 
February 22 at 10 a.m. at the Presbyterian Church. 
room 3/5 on 12 S. 200 West Logan. 
~ow zoo 
ANIMAL~ SEE US. 
C1996 Tribune Med a Services. Inc. 









DilbertscoTT AoAMs ■ MORE COMICS INSIDE! 
r:::=:::::::::::::==::::::::=:::::::::-,ur;:=:=:~~~=====~Er-~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~ 
= THIS POLICY IS a IS THERE ANY-THE NEW POLICY 
SAYS YOU !"\UST 
DRIVE CAREFULLY 
WHILE USING CELL 
PHONES. 
{ JUST IN Til"\E. I HAD ! THING THERE 
I ~ "n.ouT H"NDLING 
0 PLANNED TO DRIVE 'i l"'\u ,.... i INTO A TREE. I POISONOUS 















AG-gravationN1cK PERK1Ns ■ SLF8T CC.USU.EDU 
HA?P'I VALIJlilNf.''> 
DAY!! 
f-b!J COME. 1 Kf.lf ..AU. Cll\JLY 
(OJR. LU11 
HARDCASTLE ■ SLW3Q CC.USU.EDU 
QUICK! cH~CI~ r!IE CDVCH 
ll/.JP ~E€ t/OW /'1UC.H 
CHA/VG€ rH~Y LEF r .'f 
Logan 
555 East 1400 North 
( 435) 755-5100 
Smithfield 
850S. Main 
( 435) 563-6251 
STORE HOURS: 
Mon.-Sat. 6:00 A.M.-12:00 P.M. 
CLOSED SUNDAY 
Prices Effective Februarv 14-19, 2000 
Mon . Tues. Wed. Thur . Fri. Sat. 
14 15 16 17 18 19 
', 
MARKETPLACE 
3 Oz. Assorted 
Samyang 
Ramen Noodles 




· Gallon I 
Western Family 1 
1% Milk I 
, I 
I \~ I 
I Expires Februaiy I !J, 2000 / I 
"- ;;,. . ./ 
I Offer Good Only At Lee~ar~ Limit 2 .J ----------------
15 Oz. Apple Jacks, Frosted 






Half Gallon Assorted 
Western Family 
Ice Cream 
24 Oz. Inland Valley 
French Fries 













I Cha;{f~:; Ice ~ I 
I I 
1 Cream Shakes 1 
I ~~~ I 
I I 
I I 
L----------------' 
